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LETTER FROM THE CHAIR
The Community Planning Process Listening Sessions highlighted that the softening of silos
amongst the synagogues, agencies and Jewish educational institutions in our community
were priorities for a vibrant, cohesive St. Paul Jewish community. The opportunity for the
Strengthening Education Panel to consist of a wide spectrum of the community,
representing the Conservative and Reform congregations (the Orthodox declined the
invitation to be part of this panel), meant that our community had a once-in-a-generation
chance to think about Jewish education in our community. Of course, “Jewish Education” is
quite broad, and the committee eventually decided to concentrate initially on post Bar/Bat
Mitzvah supplementary education because the panel members believed this an area ripe
for creative thinking. When the process began, Temple of Aaron and Mount Zion Temple
each had their own programs for grades 8-12, and Talmud Torah served students from
Beth Jacob with a few others in attendance. None of the institutions were dissatisfied with
their programs but all were concerned with the retention of students post bar/bat mitzvah
and confirmation as well as declining enrollments in general in the St. Paul area.
For a bit more than a year, five communal stakeholders (St. Paul Jewish Federation, Beth
Jacob Congregation, Mount Zion Temple, Talmud Torah of St. Paul, Temple of Aaron) openly
and honestly explored the creation of a Communal Supplemental High School in St. Paul.
Ultimately the parties mutually decided that the time was not right to overcome the
challenges necessary to launch this venture. That said, in the final meeting the Transition
Team members believed that the community was well served by the seriousness of the
process and that it opened a willingness for the stakeholders, in a variety of configurations,
to work on other joint efforts to strengthen Jewish education across the institutions for the
benefit of the community.
A word about the formation of the panel: The Steering Committee identified the types of
expertise needed for the panel: clergy of all the major synagogues, lay people with interest
or expertise in education from each of the synagogues and agencies, and people who would
be able to work cooperatively. Members were added from the St. Paul Jewish Community
Center and Talmud Torah St. Paul when the area of exploration expanded.
As can be seen from this report, the objective of breaking down silos/working
cooperatively has succeeded beyond the imagination of the Steering Committee. My great
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thanks to the committee members for their hard work to date and their enthusiastic
interest in pursuing further topics.

Mary Ann Barrows Wark

OVERVIEW OF THE COMMUNITY PLANNING PROCESS
Listening Sessions
The Board of Directors initiated the Community Planning Process in the spring of 2012.
Through the leadership of a steering committee chaired by Randi Roth, the Federation
facilitated listening sessions to learn more about what the St. Paul Jewish community was
thinking and what people wanted to share. This process engaged more than 350 people
and multiple demographics within the community. Community volunteers acted as
moderators and note-takers for the listening sessions, asked a set of 12 questions at the
meetings, and had participants complete an exit survey at the conclusion of the session.
Participants at these 37 listening sessions included agency members, staff, volunteers,
donors, and various other community members. All ages participated, from teenagers to
individuals over 100 years old. Most participants were born in the United States, Israel and
the former Soviet Union. There was diversity in where participants lived, marital status,
sexual orientation, income and synagogue membership. It was a challenge to engage those
who were unaffiliated, meaning those who did not have a membership at a synagogue or
Jewish agency.
This phase was led by Rainbow Research, which provided in-depth analysis of listening
session data and survey results.1 Members of the Steering Committee and Leadership Team
met to analyze the data and identify priority areas for the community.

Documentation and data created and shared by Rainbow Research can be found here:
COMMUNITY PLANNING PROCESS FINDINGS EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
1
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What emerged from these discussions included an overarching guiding principle and five
priority areas.

Guiding Principle
To engage all St. Paul Jewish agencies, institutions and synagogues to build a vibrant,
cohesive and inclusive Jewish community in Greater St. Paul. To be successful, lay and
professional leaders will intentionally work together in ever-increasing collaboration
and with common purpose.

The Five Priorities
•
•
•
•
•

Priority 1. Build the foundation of community: Warm, welcoming connections
Priority 2. Engage the next generation: Reach out – l’dor vador
Priority 3. Inspire giving: Create the commitment to sustain a vibrant and caring
Jewish St. Paul
Priority 4. Strengthen Jewish education: Find and implement effective models for
today’s world
Priority 5. Enhance cooperation between St. Paul and Minneapolis Jewish
communities

To this end, the Strategic Planning Steering Committee and Task Forces forged a shared
aspirational vision and overarching goals, and they identified a series of issues that impact
engagement within each of the different ages and stages, as well as community-wide.

Research and Recommendations Panels
Research and recommendation panels were convened to identify the current state of
affairs, learn from others engaged in similar work locally and nationally, identify realistic
goals for St. Paul’s Jewish community, and make recommendations for a path forward. The
committee process intended to include 8-10 meetings whereby committee members would
follow a 7-step approach to research:
1. Define the current state of affairs regarding the issue.
2. Specify scope of work.
3. Learn from evidence by:
• Examining how other Jewish communities have approached this issue,
• Examining how non-Jewish communities have approached this issue, and
• Listening to views of those with deep experience in our community.
4. Make sure we are staying true to the guiding principle in our work.
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5. Develop recommendations: (a) realistic aspirational goal for our community; and,
(b) realistic path to achieve goal.
6. Communicate back to community. (Make recommendations; write report on what
was considered, what was chosen, why.)
7. Evaluate efforts.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY – STRENGTHEN JEWISH EDUCATION PANEL
Our panel focused on strengthening Jewish education in the St. Paul Jewish Community.
Listening session data related to this topic revealed that people’s concerns were related to
the quality of Jewish education and social services, tuition costs, declining enrollment at
Talmud Torah, and the lack of educational options for different age groups. Our charge was
to develop research on different and effective education models in today’s Jewish world and
develop recommendations for the community.
Guided by our charge, the research conducted, and the panel members’ experiences and
vision for the community, the Education Panel determined to focus on developing an 8th–12th
grade supplementary education program. The recommendation for this program has been
supported and considered by the Jewish Federation of Greater St. Paul, Rabbi Morris Allen,
Rabbi Jeremy Fine, and Rabbi Adam Spilker, along with representatives from Talmud Torah
of St. Paul and other communal organizations and synagogues.
The Education Panel decided to begin its research of grades 8-12 with a review of literature,
speaking with leaders of education models from other communities, and learning from
education experts. Next, the panel held focus group sessions with students, teachers, and
parents at Beth Jacob Congregation, the St. Paul Jewish Community Center, Mount Zion
Temple, Talmud Torah of St. Paul, and Temple of Aaron.
This report details the research and discussions that led up to this key recommendation of
establishing a communal supplementary high school. The panel began by working to develop
a supplemental communal high school program - work that ultimately did not lead to a
communal high school. However, as a result of the panel conversations, research, and
process undertaken to explore a communal supplemental high school, these
recommendations emerged:
•

A set of Operating Standards for a Strong Jewish Education Platform
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•
•

A list Aspirational Goals of a Strong Jewish Education Platform
Five Recommended Actions
1. Establish a Standing Education Committee of the Federation.
2. Engage in a “Truth and Reconciliation’ Process of Reflecting on our Community’s
Past
3. Develop Communal Opportunities for Teens Across Our Community to Come
Together.
4. Initiate a Jewish Educator Development Program
5. Utilize the “Aspirational Goals and Operating Standards for a Strong Jewish
Education Platform” Identified in this Report to Guide Discussions and Decisions
Related to Jewish Education in Greater St. Paul.
6. In future deliberations on educational funding, the Federation should take into
account the Panel’s deliberations on the issue found in this report.

BACKGROUND TO STRENGTHEN JEWISH EDUCATION PANEL’S WORK
The Current Situation in St. Paul
During community listening sessions, participants listed concerns related to Jewish
education in the St. Paul community including:
• Education services such as Talmud Torah were facing declining enrollment
• There was a lack of Jewish educational options for different age groups
• There was a lack of cohesion within the St. Paul community, and the current
institutions created silos that lead to competition and not cooperation.
Participants also indicated that it was important for them to have high quality, affordable,
and accessible Jewish education; cooperation within and between Jewish organizations; and
a large community presence and infrastructure. Specific responses included:
• Good quality religious education options, particularly Talmud Torah
• Wide variety of cultural, athletic, and learning activities appealing to a range of ages
and interests
• Cooperation and collaboration among Jewish organizations and synagogues
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RESEARCH APPROACH AND LEARNINGS
Summary of Panel Meetings2
Potential Areas of Focus
At the panel’s first meeting, panelists introduced themselves, explained why they joined the
panel, and shared their hopes for the process. Chairperson Mary Ann Barrows Wark
explained the importance of the panel and its charge to strengthen Jewish education. Panel
members then discussed the importance of recognizing that there may be many different
ways to create Jewish opportunities. Thus, over the course of its meetings, the panel spent a
significant amount of time discussing areas that they needed to pay attention to, including:
▪ The challenge of communal education versus synagogue-based education.
▪ The dosage effect, i.e., does more Jewish education result in better outcomes?
▪ Should we be funding institutions on a per pupil basis?
▪ Is this work about the use of communal resources or about accessibility and cost?
▪ How can we include more perspectives (Reform, Conservative and/or Orthodox)?
▪ Will there be enough students and parent interest to support our recommendations?
▪ Should we have a central system or several subsystems?
Existing Educational Opportunities
Next, to have a better understanding of the existing layout of the St. Paul Jewish community,
the panel reviewed different educational opportunities that already exist in the Twin Cities,
from birth through 12th grade.
During meetings that followed, the panel discussed:
▪ The feasibility of doing education in different age bands
▪ Existing offerings versus new offerings
▪ Promoting other education programs

2

Detailed Meeting Briefs can be accessed by contacting the St. Paul Federation Planning Director.
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Decision on Grade-Level Focus

Through conversation, panelists agreed that the scope of their work should center on a
“shiny new program” for education, either ages 0-5 or grades 8-12; or family education. To
determine the focus, panel members broke into small groups to discuss the positives and
negatives of these different age groupings. Ultimately, a majority of the panel members
expressed support for focusing on a “shiny new” program for grades 8-12. Below is a chart
summarizing the conversation:
Ranking

Age Group
•

1

Grades 8-12
(Adolescence)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

2

Ages 0-5
•
•
•
•
•

Pluses
A re-visioning of such
programming
Appeal across the St. Paul
community
Research base exists
Could engage students in
co-creation of a program
“Dangerous” time of life;
good to have positive role
models for youth
Socially important time
Last opportunity
Bring all kids together for
a serious event (sponsored
by Jewish community)
Federation is ready to
invest
Could engage USY/NFTY
Geography could be a
negative if there is one site
Research about potential
impact (> age 2)
Doable and discrete
Attendance good
Potential to influence
family as system
Could convert the existing
programs

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Minuses
Could create competition
among youth programs
Need to be clear about how
this program fits with and
affects current programming
High dropout rate in some
programs after Bar/Bat
Mitzvah.
Young people must want to
attend; could be “one more
thing” => need an incentive
Geography: Where?
Certain students may not feel
connected

Geography could be a plus if
there are multiple sites
JCC could be
negatively/profoundly
affected
Competition among
programs
Financially a huge
undertaking
Communal influence least
likely?
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Ranking

Age Group
•

3

Family Education
(adult/children/both) •
•
•

Pluses
Early Childhood Family
Education and chavurah
New families may like it
(those with no connections
locally)
Role of grandparents
important
Talented experts live here

•
•
•
•

Minuses
May put pressure/create
competition among
synagogues
May be hard to attract
parents
Where is the long-term
connection? Need ongoing
relationships/contact
Cannot pressure the Jewish
background of people
engaged

EXPLORATION OF A NEW COMMUNAL JEWISH SUPPLEMENTARY HIGH
SCHOOL IN ST. PAUL
The research and associated in-depth discussions led the panel to recommend working to
establish a new 8-12th grade communal Jewish supplementary high school in St. Paul. In June
2017, a brit was signed by Talmud Torah of St. Paul, Mount Zion Temple, Temple of Aaron,
Beth Jacob Congregation, and the Jewish Federation of Greater St. Paul. A brit documented a
shared commitment to our children’s Jewish education, to the future of the St. Paul Jewish
community, to Am Yisrael and to Klal Yisrael (see Appendix 7 for the Brit). A team and task
forces were formed to develop a more detailed proposal with the hopes of opening a
program in September 2018. In February 2018 it was decided that a communal
supplemental high school would not be implemented as there was not agreement by all
parties to the proposal under consideration.
Reflection & Learnings from the Communal High School Exploration Process

While the desire and goal of the community planning process was to break down silos and
work at a communal level to enhance the strength and vibrancy of the St. Paul Jewish
community, events of the past and realities of the current somewhat impeded the ability to
fully realize the goal. Notwithstanding the end result, there were several outcomes and
learnings from the process that should be noted for further work on communal programs.
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•

•

•
•

The importance of engaging people
o Better relationships were built across lay and professional leaders from
educational organizations in the community
o Staff from each entity had the opportunity to participate, interact, and discuss
issues
o The right people from each organization were involved
o A designated chair of the transition team might have served as a useful interface
with the consultant and facilitated some smaller decisions
Potential roadblocks to keep in mind for future planning
o Attention needs to be paid to the final cost of any project and whether or not it is
fundable or sustainable
o A history of communal education challenges continues to influence the perception
of benefits of greater cooperation
o It is challenging to come to agreement about the location(s) for communal
programs
o New programs require a high level of “shiny/new” appeal
A positive: Data was collected about teen program enrollment numbers, content, and
costs
A concern: Communication and information gaps existed due to the lack of sufficient
overlap of panel and transition team members (except for rabbis). There was a perceived
lack of transparency as the transition team moved along and the Panel and some
transition team members did not feel kept in the loop

EDUCATION FUNDING – DISCUSSION AND DIVERSITY OF VIEWS
The first phase of the panel focused on exploration of educational issues facing different age
groups in our community and on research into educational models that are successful in
other communities resulting in a second phase focus on exploring the establishment of a
communal supplemental high school. When it was determined a communal high school was
not going forward and therefore, not the primary recommendation of the panel, the panel
began crafting their full set of recommendations. Partly as an outgrowth of the communal
supplemental high school exploration which raised the issue of the how education is funded
in St. Paul – historically and going forward, as well as the desire of the panel to make a
statement regarding the definition of “communal” education, the panel wrestled with
phrasing an education funding recommendation.
The education funding discussion revealed that panel members have diverse perspectives
regarding whether and how this report should address the issue of Federation funding of
Jewish education in St. Paul. Through many in-person deliberations and email exchanges,
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panel members tried their best to build consensus around language that would accurately
summarize the panel’s views. The consensus-building attempts were vigorous and many
panelists commented that the discussions were extremely valuable and, in fact, a
community-building experience. However, in the end, full agreement could not be reached
regarding the meaning of 'communal education' and the proper role of the Federation in
sustaining it. The Federation staff offered to send to the panelists two sets of language that
seemed to reflect the two sets of views, asking panelists to respond with an electronic vote.
In the first vote, 9 of the 16 panelists responded. Five were in favor of this “View A”
language:
Federation dollars should incentivize collaboration and support communal
education.
“Communal education” be understood as education in which:
▪

No distinction is made between members and non-members of any
congregation in regard to tuition, fees, inclusion, or access to educational
resources.

▪

Curricula and programs are in keeping with the Federation’s “Who We Are”
and “Mission” statements, as well as the proposed “Operating Standards” and
“Aspirational Goals.”

And four were in favor of this “View B” language:
The St. Paul Federation Board has already commissioned an Education Funding
Task force whose charge is: “To study federation funding of formal K-12 grade
Jewish education in St. Paul and prepare options for the Board to consider on
whether to change the funding and if so how. The options are to be presented to the
Board by October 2018 to inform the 2020 allocation cycle.”
Our recommendation to the Task Force, based on the work this Education Panel has
done collaboratively over the last few years, and despite having failed to create a
new High School program, is that Federation dollars should prioritize collaborative
and communal education. If consideration is given to education programs run by
synagogues, we believe that funding should be based on our “Operating Standards
for a Strong Jewish Education Platform” and the Federation’s Mission: “The
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Jewish Federation of Greater St. Paul unites, sustains and enhances the St. Paul area
Jewish community and strengthens bonds with Jewish communities in Israel and
around the world. We fulfill this mission through financial resource development
and planning, and by working in partnership with social service agencies,
educational institutions and synagogues.”
In response to the request that panelists participate in the Survey Monkey vote, two panelists
circulated an email to all members of the panel, proposing a revised statement of “View
A.” The “Revised View A” language proposed in that email was as follows:
The Federation is charged with the task of seeking the welfare of the St. Paul Jewish
community as a whole. It light of this distinct purpose, and in keeping with the
corresponding “Key Guidelines” members of our Panel were given at the outset of our
work, we conclude:
a. Federation generated funds are properly allocated when in support of communal
educational programs open to the Jewish public at large.
b. A “communal educational program” is one in which no distinction is made between
members or non-members of any congregation in regard to enrollment, tuitions, fees,
or access to educational resources.
c. The Federation’s continued commitment to its beneficiary agencies, as emphasized in
its “Who We Are” statement, is the most efficient and inclusive way for it to fulfill
this communal charge.
d. The Panel’s recommendations regarding educational “Operating Standards” and
“Aspirational Goals” recommend this approach.
e. Federation generated funds should not be provided to defray expenses assumed by a
congregation for programming that does not constitute a communal educational
program.
Eight of the 16 panelists replied to this email chain. Of those eight who responded, 5
expressed support for the Revised View A language, and 3 strongly expressed that they could
not support the revised language.
This was a difficult but important process. Although consensus was not reached, panelists
listened to each other’s concerns and did the hard work to formulate their thoughts into
succinct statements. By detailing this conversation, the panel wishes to transmit to the next
community members engaging in this important work the panel members’ thinking
regarding communally funded education.
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VISION & RECOMMENDATIONS
Vision for Strengthening Jewish Education
To develop and implement effective, powerful educational programming that reaches as
many Jewish learners as possible with quality Jewish education while building bridges
between Jewish learners who might not otherwise come to know each other in order to
foster a strong, interconnected Greater Saint Paul Jewish community.

Operating Standards for a Strong Jewish Education Platform
Based on research the panel believes our community should strive to meet the following
standards in our Jewish education programs.
1. Maximally inclusive.
(Active participation by all kinds of Jews (secular - Orthodox); respect for people’s
Jewish practice; Jews of all ideological commitments explore the richness of Judaism;
engages all the Jews in our community whether or not they are currently connected to
any synagogue or institution)
2. Transcends institutional boundaries and affiliations.
(“Community-wide”; helps bring learners from all backgrounds together; encourages
collaboration among lay and professional educational leaders; values Klal Israel)
3. Feasible.
(Builds on existing resources; engages all St. Paul synagogues and Jewish institutions;
generates sustained funding over time/affordable)
4. Accessible.
(Easily available in a variety of places/at different times; attends to special-needs
learners)
5. Flexible/Adaptable.
(Provides alternatives to meet the needs of individual learners; routinely
adapts/adjusts)
6. Imaginative.
(Creative and interesting to attract people)
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7. High quality content and instruction.
(Curricula that draw on the broad, deep, and rich sources of Jewish life and that
cultivate knowledge and use of Hebrew and other Jewish languages, recognizing that
Hebrew is a crucial asset for fully engaging our tradition and a vital link with Jews
worldwide; that embrace the whole person in a variety of ways for identity formation,
community building, and leadership development; the best possible instructors.)
8. Co-created.
(As appropriate, learners and/or their parents participate in program development)

Aspirational Goals of a Strong Jewish Education Platform
The panel views education as a way to develop character, as embodied by these qualities:
 השתלמות- Heesh-tal’moot – Fulfillment
To lay the foundation for life-long Jewish learning in classical Jewish sources, the Hebrew
language, and Jewish practice; to inspire lives of Torah and Mitzvot, and to inculcate an
appreciation of the richly diverse ways in which Jews have understood Torah and sought to
fulfill the mitzvot, past and present.
( וכל בניך למודי ה' ורב שלום בניךIsaiah 54:13)
When all of your children have become students of the Eternal One,
abounding peace will come to your children.
 – התרוממותHit-rom’moot -- Uplift
To lift the heart and mind, nurturing a love of the Creator and creation.
( שאו מרום עיניכםIsaiah 40:26)
Lift your eyes skyward!
 –התבוננותHeet-bon’noot -- Discernment
To grow in moral judgment and action, through example and shared inquiry.
( מרבה עצה מרבה תבונהMishnah Avot 2:8)
The more perspective, the more discernment.
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 – התחברותHeet-hab’root -- Companionship
To develop skills conducive to forming strong and positive personal relationships.
( קנה לך חברMishnah Avot 1:6)
Get yourself a companion.
 – התרעותHeet-ra-oot-Fellowship
To nurture active, informed and caring bonds with our community, the people of Israel, and
other Jewish communities around the world.
(ואהבת לרעתך כמוךLeviticus 19:18)
Care for the next person as someone like yourself.
 – התאחדותHeet-ah’doot-Humanity
To instill respect and concern for the welfare of all people, and develop skills in
communicating and acting accordingly.
, ללמדך שכל המאבד נפש אחת מעלה עליו הכתוב כאילו איבד עולם מלא, יחידי,לפיכך נברא האדם
.וכל המקיים נפש אחת מעלה עליו הכתוב כאילו קיים עולם מלא
(Mishnah Sanhedrin 4:6)
And so humanity was created as a single human being, to teach you that the text considers
the loss of one person as if a whole world has been lost,
and the sustaining of one person as if a whole world has been sustained.
The precious legacy of Jewish learning is our chosen means for realizing these purposes. We
seek their advancement through ever-deeper engagement with Torah, our history, and our
people.
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Recommended Actions
The research, discussions and reflections over the course of the panel’s work led the panel
to recommend the following actions:
1. Establish a Standing Education Committee of the Federation.
The committee’s charter should include:
Purpose: To explore, convene discussions, and advise on ways to ensure quality Jewish
education in Greater St. Paul is open to all in the community and to advise Federation funding
bodies about educational issues.
Membership: Inclusive of the St. Paul agencies and synagogues, intergenerational, include
senior educators and lay education experts as appropriate.
Meeting Frequency: Quarterly
Topics to consider: Enhancement of family education opportunities, the availability and
affordability of early childhood education, enrichment of teen education in our community, the
potential for shared resources, educational options for unaffiliated community members,
understanding of how the Federation defines and funds communal education.
Guiding Values: Aspirational Goals, Operating Standards.
2. Build Positive Trust Among Educational and Community Leaders.
Engage in a process which fosters positive trusting relationships that acknowledges different
narratives of the past, encourages openness and curiosity, and creates possibilities for new
futures. The intention is that an open, well-facilitated process be designed to build a strong,
integrated, approach to Jewish education, rich with mutual trust. In this process, those engaged
should chart a path to build for the future. They may also examine concerns from the past which
might include:
i.
ii.
iii.

When several schools and congregations determined a communal agency
approach to religious studies should be established.
When the Twin Cities Jewish Middle School ceased to operate.
The opening of Temple of Aaron’s afternoon school for all of its members in
2000.
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iv.
v.

The near closure of the Talmud Torah Day School because of decreasing
enrollments in 2010.
The termination of Mount Zion and Talmud Torah Hebrew instruction
partnership in April 2012.

3. Develop Communal Opportunities for Teens Across Our Community to Come Together.
Components of such opportunities might include those that surfaced during the exploration of
the communal supplemental high school including, but not limited to:
a. Internships
b. Service Learning
c. Social Activism
d. College visits/preparation
e. Arts and culture
4. Initiate a Jewish Educator Development Program to provide assistance and
incentives for the training and professional development of Jewish educators in St. Paul.

5. Utilize the “Aspirational Goals and Operating Standards for a Strong Jewish Education

Platform” Identified in this Report to Guide Discussions and Decisions Related to Jewish
Education in Greater St. Paul.

6. In future deliberations on educational funding, we recommend that Federation

bodies take into account our Panel’s deliberations on the issue (see pages 12-14).

CONCLUSION
Our panel focused on strengthening Jewish education in the St. Paul Jewish Community.
Listening session data related to this topic revealed that people’s concerns were related to
the quality of Jewish education and social services, tuition costs, declining enrollment at
Talmud Torah, and the lack of educational options for different age groups. Our charge was
to develop research on different and effective education models in today’s Jewish world
and develop recommendations for the community. Members of the Strengthen Jewish
Education Panel took seriously this once-in-a-generation chance to think about Jewish
education in our community. Post B’nai Mitzvah supplementary education was deemed an
important starting point because it was an area ripe for creative and cooperative thinking
as evidenced by students’ desire for exposure to a wider community and broader curricular
offerings, institutions’ desire for retention of students post bar/bat mitzvah and
confirmation, and the community’s desire to stem declining enrollments.
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The community told us that intentionally working together in ever-increasing collaboration
and with common purpose, amongst synagogues, agencies and Jewish education entities in
our community is a priority for a vibrant, cohesive St. Paul Jewish community. We continue
to believe that our community’s approach to Jewish education is a powerful part of our
overall strategy to accomplish that increased cohesion.
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APPENDIX
Appendix 1: In-Depth Exploration of Communal Supplemental High School
Overview
The community told us that the softening of silos amongst synagogues, agencies and Jewish
education in our community was a priority for a vibrant, cohesive St. Paul Jewish
community. We took their comments to heart. Members of the Strengthen Jewish
Education Panel took seriously this once-in-a-generation chance to think about Jewish
education in our community. Post B’nai Mitzvah supplementary education was deemed an
important starting point because it is an area ripe for creative and cooperative thinking.
In December 2016, the panel approved working with Rabbi Phil Warmflash, a consultant
from Jewish Learning Venture, to design the outlines of a communal high school (8-12th
grades) supplementary program involving Mount Zion Temple, Temple of Aaron, Beth
Jacob Congregation and Talmud Torah of St. Paul. After an initial meeting, the various
organizations signed a brit (See Appendix) to pursue discussions in good faith. Those
discussions began in Winter 2017 with the consulting assistance of Rabbi Warmflash with
the hopes of creating the curriculum, faculty and administration of a new communal
supplementary high school for St. Paul.
For a bit more than a year, five communal stakeholders (St. Paul Jewish Federation, Beth
Jacob Congregation, Mount Zion Temple, Talmud Torah of St. Paul, Temple of Aaron) openly
and honestly explored the creation of a Communal Supplemental High School in St. Paul
under the guidance and consultation of Rabbi Phil Warmflash. In February 2018, the parties
mutually decided that the time was not right to overcome the challenges necessary to launch
this venture. That said, in the final meeting on February 22, 2018 the involved organization
leadership felt that the community was well served by the seriousness of the process and
that it opened a willingness for the stakeholders, in a variety of configurations, to work on
other joint efforts to strengthen Jewish education in our community.
Additionally, the conversations regarding the communal supplemental high school
prompted the Federation to consider undertaking a review of its process of allocation to
Jewish education. To that end, the Federation board passed the following motion at their
February 27, 2018 meeting: "The Federation will form of a task force to study education
funding in St. Paul and make recommendations whether to change the funding and if so how.”
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What follows details the research and discussions that led up to the recommendation of
establishing a communal supplementary high school.
The Status of 8-12th Grade Jewish Educational Offerings in St. Paul
There are a variety of offerings for 8-12th grades currently (2016-17) in the St. Paul
community. These include:
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Beth Jacob Congregation (BJC) Kehillat Shabbat Madrichim, and Beth Jacob USY
(BJUSY)
Mount Zion Temple Chai School
Temple of Aaron TiKone USY
Teens Together TRI II (Talmud Torah of St. Paul, Mount Zion Temple, Temple of
Aaron and Beth Jacob Congregration)
Talmud Torah of St. Paul

Below is a brief description of each program in the 2016-17 school year.
Beth Jacob Congregation (BJC) Kehillat Shabbat Madrichim, and Beth Jacob USY (BJUSY)
In Beth Jacob Congregation education programs, teens are involved as madrichim, working
on Shabbat morning with children below 7th grade. Teens have informal learning on
Shabbat morning in a sichah (discussion time). The BJUSY programs include many aspects
of shul life (building sukkah, etc.), and include informal learning. The programs are funded
by congregation dollars and fees.
BJC teens are enrolled in afternoon programs at Talmud Torah St. Paul, Midrasha, Yachad
in Minneapolis, and/or are part of informal learning. The madrichim primarily work with
younger students on Shabbat mornings, for up to two hours of time. The total high school
contingent is approximately 30 students. The informal and madrichim programs are
funded by congregation dollars, the Midrasha program at Talmud Torah by fees, St. Paul
Federation and Talmud Torah dollars, and the Yachad program by fees and the Minneapolis
Federation.
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Temple of Aaron TiKone USY
TiKone USY (8th-12th graders) is an innovative program that takes into account the busy
lives of today’s teens and parents. TiKone synergized Temple of Aaron’s Education and
Youth Departments into one dynamic program with emphasis on personal connection,
challenges, personal growth, mentorship, and education. This model allows Temple of
Aaron to meet the modern students’ needs and desires from social and educational
perspectives while allowing for more students to stay connected to Jewish/Synagogue life.
On Sunday mornings (9am-12pm), three different learning opportunities take place:
• A themed program (2017: The Amazing Jewish Race) where youth spend the
morning learning about life across the world, with participation options for
education and challenges including culinary, arts, and
sporting experiences.
• TUSY Leadership Class for USY Executive Board members.
• Core Classes: 8th grade – Holocaust; 9th grade -- Texting in the Talmud; 10th grade -Israel for Life; 11th/12th grades -- Seminar
On Wednesdays (6pm-8pm), students join for TiKone Lounge Nights.
Approximately30 8th-12th graders are enrolled.
The programs are funded by congregation dollars and fees.
Mount Zion Temple Chai School
Mount Zion Temple’s Religious School engages students in a Reform Jewish learning
experience from preschool through 12th grade based on three core values: knowledge,
community, and Jewish identity. There are 83 students in 8th-12th grade courses. Grade 8
& 9 have elective classes such as Conversational Hebrew I, II and III;
Passport to Peoplehood: Jewish Communities around the World; Food for Thought:
Jews, Food & Contemporary Life; Racial Justice is Jewish Justice!; Women, Men and the Lies
They Tell: Stories from the Talmud; Artistic Response to the Holocaust;and Judaism and
Science. In addition, there is a Torah & Teva Shabbaton, where 8th and 9th graders spend a
weekend connecting with themselves, their community and our natural world. Grade 10
engages in Confirmation with Rabbi Spilker. Grades 11 and 12 participate in Sichah and the
Gesher Mentor Program. Sichah is a bi-monthly discussion-based class focusing on issues
that matter to 11th and 12th graders. There is also an 11th grade New York trip, and
Sacred Choices Gimel: Weekend Program; the 12th Grade culminates in a Friday evening
Senior Send-off and Graduation Service in April. Mentors in 11th and 12th grades guide 7th
gradersthrough the Gesher Mentor and Madrichim Programs.
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The programs are funded by congregation dollars and fees.
Teens Together TRI II (Talmud Torah of St. Paul, Mount Zion Temple, Temple of Aaron, and
Beth Jacob Congregation)
This second-trimester program brings Jewish teens in the community (Beth Jacob
Congregation, Talmud Torah of St. Paul, Mount Zion Temple, and Temple of Aaron, as well
as the general community) together for 8 weeks of joint social and learning experiences.
The program has been going since 2014, and it has engaged approximately 60 students for
elective class selections on eight Wednesdays. The program works to break down silos and
bring together students from our institutions for joint learning opportunities. The crossagency connections help students feel more of a connection to St. Paul’s broader
community.
The programs are funded by in-kind dollars of the participating institutions and the Jewish
Federation of Greater St. Paul grant dollars.
Talmud Torah Midrasha (High School):
Elective Track. Students can choose among different electives offered on either Monday or
Wednesday, with class lengths varying from 1 to 1 ½-hours. College in the Schools (CIS)
Hebrew. Talmud Torah of St. Paul (TTSP) offers Hebrew courses through the University of
Minnesota’s College in the Schools (CIS) program. All teachers are certified by the U of M
and meet rigorous teaching requirements. Students who enroll and successfully complete
CIS Hebrew courses can receive both high school and college credit, accredited through the
University of Minnesota. Offerings include beginning, intermediate and advanced Hebrew
courses. Classes meet on Monday and Wednesday evenings throughout the school year for
a total of 3 hours per week. Students are typically high school juniors and seniors, though
qualified 9th and 10th graders may also apply. Another option for TTSP high school teens,
is an Independent Track for learning. Arrangements can be made on an individual basis
between the TTSP instructor and student to develop a curriculum to support student
interests and a mutually agreeable time frame. Currently, 15 students are enrolled in CIS
Hebrew classes, 12 signed up for electives, and 4 opted for an independent track (including
one student from Boston). Students represent all three St. Paul congregations, as well as
unaffiliated teens.
Programs are funded by fees, Federation allocation, and Talmud Torah of St. Paul funds.
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National Research: Other Communities 8-12th Grade Program
The panel began its research of other Jewish communities by looking at communal high
school programs in Buffalo, New York; Phoenix, Arizona; Westchester, Connecticut; and
Worcester, Massachusetts. Interviews focused on learning about the program’s size,
curriculum, and other comparative information to St. Paul. Below are brief summaries of
presentations for each city’s Hebrew High Program. (See the Interview Questions in the
Appendix.)
Buffalo. Panelists spoke with the acting principal of Buffalo’s Hebrew High program. The
number of students in the program has been decreasing over the last few years. However,
the community changed the curriculum, and it seems to be attracting more students. The
school meets one night a week from 6:30- 8:30 p.m. It focuses on providing unique programs
and is completely elective. There is a confirmation class for 9th–10th grades. Examples of
classes that have been successful include Jewish cooking, and JCI (Jewish Civic Initiative)
where students spend a number of days in Washington, D.C., to meet legislators, attend
committee meetings, and practice what they learn. Hebrew High’s budget in Buffalo is
$20,000, and tuition is around $425. The teachers are people who live in the community.
Panelists also talked with a rabbi in the community who mentioned that the Twin Cities
actually served as a model for attracting qualified teachers. The rabbi felt that numbers were
decreasing because of decreasing attendance at Jewish camps. He also felt that it is difficult
for synagogues to step away from the current model because of decreasing population and
territorialism.
Finally, panelists spoke with the Buffalo Federation’s director. He said the biggest concern
was the decline in numbers. The high school program currently has around 65-70 students.
Ten years ago, they had 120 students. Ten years ago, students represented five separate
temples, and now they have one Conservative and two Reform temples. In the development
of the joint high school program, the rabbis were consulted and participative, but the director
didn’t feel they were totally immersed or on board with the curriculum. Suggestions for us
included thinking out of the box, doing something dynamic, and not restricting ourselves to
Wednesday evenings. We should also explore technology as a means of meeting the needs.
Phoenix. The Phoenix Hebrew High had been around for more than 40 years. The school had
around 400 students in 2001 and is now closer to 85. This happened because several of the
Reform synagogues withdrew and started their own schools. Students are not involved in
curriculum development. Their most popular classes are about the Holocaust and cooking.
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The Federation gives $50,000 to help subsidize the Hebrew High program. They have seven
Jewish day schools, and there is a state statute for tuition credit. If parents make a donation
to a tuition credit organization, that organization gives the same amount to the day school
on behalf of the family. The high school charges $500/year for 1x per week meetings and
$700/year for 2x per week meetings.
Westchester. One panelist talked to the assistant director of education programs at a
synagogue that left the Hebrew High program in Westchester. She said it wasn’t a fault in the
program for the synagogue, but rather a funding and location issue. Young people were not
interacting with others outside their congregation. It didn’t feel collaborative and didn’t
seem worth it to stay in the collaborative.
Worcester. Panelists spoke with the director of the Hebrew High program and Federation in
Worcester. The Jewish community seemed smaller than St. Paul. Their current Hebrew High
program has 42 students and several synagogues involved. Of the 42 students, 36 come from
the Reform synagogues, and six come from the Conservative synagogue. Four teachers are
paid $50 per hour. The program runs from September through mid-May. They offer both
core and elective classes. The Worcester Hebrew High’s budget is $30,000.
Following these conversations, the panel determined that it was important to get more
information about the St. Paul community by conducting forums with parents, students, and
teachers to learn more about how they feel about a potential program, specifically thoughts
regarding curriculum, location, and the potential inclusivity of all the congregations.
Local Research: Our Community 8-12th Grade Program
First, the panel briefly reviewed the status of St. Paul programs serving grades 8-12 in St.
Paul. The panel reviewed information such as number of students, scholarships, staff
salaries, tuition and tuition subsidization.
Education Experts

Next, the panel brought in speakers involved in education in the Twin Cities or education
experts. The following are brief summaries of those conversations:
Dana Prottas, Director of Yachad. Dana began by presenting a PowerPoint on the Yachad
program designed for teens in grades 9-12 in Minneapolis. At presentation date, 210
students were enrolled. Yachad’s curriculum is student-driven, based on the belief that when
students participate in curriculum development they will be much more engaged. Each
course must address questions related to identity (who am I?), connection (how does this
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experience connect me to others?), and taking responsibility (what will I offer to the world?).
Finally, Dana strongly suggested that if St. Paul were to start an educational program of its
own, to start it in the 8th grade so there is no lapse in Jewish studies.
Heidi Tarshish, Principal of Talmud Torah of St. Paul. Heidi spoke about her career at
Temple Israel and transitioning to working in the St. Paul Jewish community at Talmud
Torah. Heidi spoke specifically about her work and Tri-II. She said that the program offered
food and electives for students, and ensured that students worked across affiliations. Heidi
spoke about the diverse topics of interests to students. She believes that Talmud Torah has
excellent teachers and resources, and that these factors help contribute to interested
students.
Stephanie Fink, Former Education Director at Mount Zion. When Stephanie was at Mount
Zion, they switched their model of teen education to a program called Chai School, where
students had the opportunity to work collaboratively to develop the program. One of the key
factors of Chai School was that it allowed for flexibility and offered a menu of options for
teens. Stephanie shared her thoughts on several other topics, including her belief that
retreats were an incredibly powerful tool to build unique relationship, and the importance
of helping teens develop a sense of their Jewish identities, values, and commitments.
Amy Ariel, Former Religious School Teacher, Founder of Chai School at Mount Zion. Amy
began by giving a brief background of her Jewish and professional life. Her goal for the Chai
School was to allow students to co-design and co-teach with the adults. The students were
the lead facilitators, and the adults helped.Because of this class design, behavior improved
and students recognized and respected the work their peers did. One of Amy’s goals was to
include a training program for Jewish teachers. Her goal was to find a way to retain and keep
teachers after they developed skills. Core curriculum included classes on the Holocaust,
Israel, art, and classes focused on Jewish expression or text.
Community Forums

Following presentations from education experts, panelists facilitated open forum
discussions at the St. Paul synagogues, Talmud Torah, and the JCC to discuss a potential 812th grade program. First, a synthesis of the common themes is presented followed by a brief
overview of each session. More in-depth highlights of the individual sessions are available in
the appendix.
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Common Themes from Adult and Student Forums

While each individual session was rich with comments and insights, there were common
threads to consider as St. Paul looks to develop a communal program for 8-12th grades.
Adults consistently reported that the most important Jewish experiences were summer
camp, adult guidance and mentorship, involvement in Jewish youth groups, and travel to
Israel. They equated the success of an educational program with Judaism being central to
who the students are as adults, a desire to continue learning about Judaism, and that students
can sort out what it means to be a Jew as a central question. Diverse life interests, competing
activities, and getting parents to prioritize Jewish education emerged repeatedly as barriers
to keeping children engaged after Bar or Bat Mitzvah. When asked about the minimum
criteria for a quality program, adults mentioned that it be community-based and have
feedback and evaluation mechanisms.
The youth mirrored many of the adult comments in their forums. They, too, frequently
mentioned their most important Jewish experiences being camp, learning about and
connecting with Israel through visits and hosting, participating in a particular program
offered at an agency or temple, and being involved or participating in youth programs. Youth
consistently highlighted the influence of teachers, alumni and friends in encouraging them
to pursue Jewish experiences. Youth equated educational success with continuing Jewish life
in college and into adulthood, being part of the Jewish community, having Jewish friends,
feeling comfortable in their own beliefs and Jewish identity, and passing their Judaism on to
a new generation. Similar to the adults, the youth reported challenges to staying engaged
post Bar or Bat Mitzvah being time constraints and competing interests, but also lack of
motivation, lack of opportunities to engage, not having enough knowledge of what’s beyond
the Bar or Bat Mitzvah, and not having the bonds and relationships with other young adults.
Youth highlighted that they’d be drawn to a program that included:
• Food and friends
• Connect to lives, relevance, today
• Structured and unstructured content/curriculum
• Fun and engaging
• Something that students care about
• Interactive
• Room for creativity
• A variety of different ways to connect to Judaism, e.g., sports, history, Israel
• Variety - each year do a different thing
• Interesting teacher
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•
•
•

Something for college applications
Knowing that any of their beliefs are okay and will be accepted
Ability to form relationships with good people and friends

Beth Jacob Parent and Student Forums

Parent Forum. Summer camps played a large role in many of the participants’ lives. They
were the first places where many had meaningful Jewish experiences, likely due to
relationships built with other Jewish peers. Another critical factor discussed was the
importance of adult guidance and mentorship. The parents talked about adult guidance as it
pertained to the Hebrew language, how to handle different stages of life, and the teaching of
Jewish rituals.
The group’s second main conversation centered on outcomes that would demonstrate if the
program had achieved Jewish educational success. A majority of parents indicated that one
outcome would be whether their children remained Jewish into adulthood. Other
participants pointed out that being Jewish is a holistic experience, and every part of their
Jewish educational experience affects them.
Participants thought that the diverse life interests and obligations of students could pose a
significant barrier in continued learning from grades 8-12. However, it was also noted that
it was a good thing for students to have diverse interests and that they may find a way back
to the Jewish community because of those interests. Participants voiced that an 8-12th grade
program was important for two reasons: First, participants felt that teen years are the time
of life when people define and decide who they are; and second, they wanted to see
collaboration among the various St. Paul Jewish education programs.
Finally, the group discussed various Jewish content and education experiences they wished
they had more of or wanted for their children. Many talked about having a broad array of
experiences outside of Judaism, the importance of having life-stages information, and having
adult guidance as part of their own Jewish educational experiences.
Student Forum. Students highlighted camp, travel to Israel, Rashi study, and USY as
experiences critical to their time in the Jewish community. They felt connected and
encouraged to do these activities by their rabbi, parents, and teachers. Students indicated
that challenges to continuing education after Bar or Bat Mitzvah included a lack of
motivation, lack of opportunities at their synagogue, time constraints, and difficulty traveling
on weeknights.
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Students suggested that to attract students, the program should have something that
students care about, be interactive, planned by people the students knew, include food, and
have room for creativity. To attract teachers, participants indicated how important it was to
have attentive students, a personal connection, a large number of students, and material that
they would want to teach. Students wanted to make sure that the program included
opportunities to develop leadership skills, was inclusive, and helped make connections.
Mount Zion Parent and Student Forums

Parent Forum. Approximately 20 parents attended. First, parents discussed Jewish
experiences that were important to them between 8th and 12th grades. These included camp
and youth group, USY, traveling to Israel, and being a student at Talmud Torah. One parent
specifically talked about a teacher who exposed him to the philosophy of Judaism and helped
him treat Judaism more seriously.
The discussion then shifted after several parents wanted to give feedback on the idea of an
8-12th grade program. Several expressed concern about the program and were worried that
it might not be beneficial for Mount Zion. Parents were concerned that students would lose
their sense of community, that the quality of the program would decline due to a partnership,
Mount Zion would have to make compromises in order to work with other synagogues, that
their children might feel excluded as they have experienced in other institutions and joint
programs, and that the location would not be convenient.
Student Forum. Students discussed several important Jewish experiences between 8- 12th
grades, including attending Herzl Camp, Sacred Choices, OSRUI, and Jewish community
service trips. These experiences were special for those participants because of their
experiences connecting and learning with their friends, and the ability to see a parallel
between their secular and Jewish lives. Students felt that a program would succeed if it
allowed students to be comfortable in their own beliefs and if a strong sense of Jewish
identity were passed on to future generations. Some students indicated that stumbling
blocks to continuing Jewish learning after B’nai Mitzvah included other students
discouraging attendance, a decrease in motivation, students becoming involved in other
activities, and a lack of knowledge of what happens after B’nai Mitzvah.
Students indicated interest in a program that is more than just sitting in a classroom. They
want freedom in curriculum and programming. They thought a good program would build
community and make students want to return. Specifically, a good program would have
flexibility in catering to different learning styles and would have the ability to adjust to the
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needs of students. Students also expressed a desire that the program offer classes on antiSemitism today, more unbiased programming and information on issues such as the IsraelPalestinian conflict (an emphasis from several students), and more opportunities for social
justice work.
St. Paul Community Forum

There were eight participants in the community forum. Participants identified several
important Jewish experiences such as camp, where they had the chance to be surrounded by
Jewish children and counselors; Talmud Torah, where they were engaged in Jewish learning;
and external factors such as the 1973 war in Israel that helped them to more strongly connect
and become interested in their Jewish community. For a program to be successful,
participants felt that Jewish students should be engaged. However, they stipulated that there
should be different approaches to promoting Jewish identity, and that as a result of the
program there should be a significant understanding of who and what we are as Jews.
Participants believed stumbling blocks to participating after B’nai Mitzvah include the
distance students have to travel, the time commitment, homework, and prioritizing Jewish
education. However, they thought that Jewish education was important during teen years,
because between 8th-12th grade teens develop their philosophy of life. Further, they thought
it was important to give children a Jewish education so that living life as a Jew is passed on.
Some participants shared that they wished they’d had more Torah and Hebrew content as a
teenager. Others disagreed and said they would much prefer something that grabs kids in
English, rather than emphasize Hebrew or classic texts. They also were concerned with how
information about Israel was taught and felt there was a need to respect the desire of youth
to think more critically about the situation.
Talmud Torah Educator Forum

Educators indicated that several elements were critical in their Jewish educational
experiences between 8th-12th grades, including attending camp, traveling to Israel, and
learning from inspirational rabbis. Their measure of success for a program included Judaism
becoming central to their students’ lives as adults, a sense of connection to Israel, and
instilling a desire to continue learning about Judaism in order to be as knowledgeable as
possible for their students. Educators were concerned that after B’nai Mitzvah, students
might face stumbling blocks to their continued participation, such as commitments to extra-
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curricular activities and competition for their time from other institutions with which they
are involved.
Educators then talked about what might attract teachers to a joint 8-12th grade community
program. They thought offering enough hours would be important, as well as having an
exciting and innovative curriculum, appropriate pay and professional incentives for
teachers.
The educators had differing opinions onwhether programs should be co-created with
students. One participant said the teacher needs to have a defined structure and curriculum,
which would be hard to co-develop with students. Another thought it important to engage
students in conversation on the classes they would take. Other participants worried about
students changing their minds after selecting a topic and reiterated the importance of having
some defined content and structure in the program.
The conversation concluded with how to reach out to teens with different interests and those
who may want a more informal type of educational setting. The group discussed developing
programs and structures for diverse offerings of Jewish education.
Temple of Aaron Parent and Student Forums

Parent Forum. Parents indicated that confirmation and USY programming were their best
Jewish experiences between 8th-12th grades. These experiences helped them connect with
other Jewish people and learn more about Judaism. Indicators of program success, according
to these parents, included increased involvement and engagement in the program. The
parents worried that the program might face stumbling blocks such as a lack of students and
potentially poor communication between teachers and parents. Finally, parents thought a
program might be useful to get children interested, provide more opportunities to meet and
learn from older students, and help students feel more responsible and able to make grown
up decisions.
Student Forum. Temple of Aaron students noted many different important Jewish
experiences, including Teen Mifgash (Israeli/St. Paul teen exchange), classes on the
Holocaust, camp, and connecting socially with other Jewish youth. Students felt outcomes
that would indicate program success are: continuing to be tied to and growing closer to
Judaism, having children who are connected to Judaism, and making connections with other
Jewish students. Students were concerned that the program could face stumbling blocks
such as the inability for some students to form bonds and relationships with othersin the
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program, the lack of motivation after B’nai Mitzvah, and large time commitments to extracurricular activities.
Students felt it important that the program not feel like a chore, offer a variety of different
ways to connect to Judaism, provide variety in curriculum, and have quality educators.
Students wanted to keep the relationships they’ve already built, their teachers, and the
variety of programming they currently enjoy.
A final concern expressed by students was the location of the program. Some families drove
over three hours and only came to school on Sundays. Others go to school in St. Paul, live in
Eagan, and had parents driving an unreasonable amount of time. Students mentioned the
importance of carpooling and how it allowed them to get to school.
External Research Teen Programs: Generation Now Report
Following the panel’s research, the group became aware of the Generation Now: Engaging
Jewish Teens Today research conducted by the Jim Joseph Foundation in April 2016. The
publishing of this report was opportune in that it studied many of the issues the panel had
raised and precisely mirrored the panel’s own research. The report identified nine key
principles in effectively engaging Jewish teens, aligning with and confirming the panel’s
research. The nine findings include:
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Location – It is vital to meet teens where they go, both physically and virtually.
People – A focus on relationships of the teens is crucial to positive educational
experiences.
Multiple Portals of Entry –Multiple portals of entry and flexible engagement
structures are needed.
Skin in the Game – Teens need to have a stake in the work being done.
Accepting Teens as They Are – Teens want to be accepted for who they are, not
necessarily related to their Judaism.
Quality Amidst Growth – Core quality content that happens as a result of appropriate
training and oversight.
The Business of Doing Business – The effort needs to have a viable business model
and be fiscally sustainable over the long term.
Build for Scale from Day One – Effectively address the issue of scale and potential for
expanding reach and potential customers.
Know Your Goals and Consider Your Metrics – Have specific, measurable, attainable,
result-oriented, and time-bound (SMART) goals and milestones.
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Additionally, the Generation Now report generated 13 research findings from focus groups,
interviews, and a literature review providing insights on how teens want to engage in
potential Jewish programming. The panel analyzed the Generation Now report with a St. Paul
“lens.” The panel’s analysis is summarized below. Attached to each of the Generation Now’s
13 findings are brief ideas on what each finding means for St. Paul, barriers to its application
here, how the finding could actually be applied to St. Paul, and measures of success for that
application.
1. Teens pursue happiness and joy.
o What this means for St. Paul: PERMA (Positive emotion, relationships, meaning, and
accomplishments).
o Barriers: Contact hours paid for teachers and the amount of planning required outside
of class.
o Potential St. Paul Application: St. Paul must have enough of the right people who can
connect and ensure that there is some level of continuity.
o Measures of Success: People show up regularly and continue year after year.
2. Teens balance joyful and value-added experiences.
o What this means for St. Paul: Need skills to create joyful and value-added experiences;
core competencies.
o Barriers: Getting teens to show up and be interested in serious learning opportunities.
o Potential St. Paul Application: Creating an entrepreneurial model or internship
program.
o Measures of Success: Mentors and relationships with adults; the impact of the program
on the wider community.
3. Teens see Judaism as more than just a religion.
o What this means for St. Paul: That teens have a broad Jewish identification and
celebrate it.
o Barriers: Synagogues are a main portal to Jewish identification for teens and often are
associated with the religious aspect of Judaism. Thus, we must overcome the perception
of synagogues as being only focused on the religious aspect of Judaism before
expanding portals of Jewish identification.
o Potential St. Paul Application: Having a teen center outside of the synagogues.
o Measures of Success: Collaboration with community partners.
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4. Teens like and need open and welcoming environments.
o What this means for St. Paul: The environment is inclusive.
o Barriers: Particularistic programs may be its own barrier; there is an inherent barrier
in the population of different beliefs and approaches; may be that some education
objectives could be problematic.
o Potential St. Paul Application: Having a foundation of inclusivity is important; the
community needs to bring and marry that ideal to the educational component.
o Measures of Success: Long-term (community involvement & engagement) and shortterm (number of teens enrolled).
5. Teens exhibit universalist attitudes with tribal tendencies.
o What this means for St. Paul: Young Jews influenced by a core identity as a human. How
will that be compatible with their Jewish tribal tendencies?
o Barriers: Effectively educate to universal ethic while nurturing strong Jewish attitudes.
o Potential St. Paul Application: Bringing educators in, we need to have education be a
focus in St. Paul and figure out what is unique about our community.
6. Teens and their families get along!
o What this means for St. Paul: For a positive family experience, the families need to be
brought along.
o Barriers: Parents giving up control and decision to teens. Additionally, the community
does not hold up the value of education.
o Potential St. Paul Application: Extending the notion of “family” to community.
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7. Teens feel positively about the Bar/Bat mitzvah.
o What this means for St. Paul: Traditionally, the end point rather than the launch point.
o Barriers: It is an event rather than a status.
o Potential St. Paul Application: Need to engage youth in a way that helps them feel
positive about being engaged in Jewish life.
8. Teens want and need Jewish knowledge to be relevant.
o What this means for St. Paul: Need to show them how Jewish values can direct and help
them make decisions and create relevance in their life choices.
o Barriers: No one organization addresses this issue. Different children have different
skill sets and interests.
o Potential St. Paul Application: There should be collaboration across schools,
synagogues, youth groups, and camps to work toward creating relevance.
9. Teens feel a connection to their collective past and the Holocaust.
o What this means for St. Paul: Connecting teens with Holocaust-related experiences in
and out of their education.
o Barriers: Passing of time from the actual event.
o Potential St. Paul Application: The community should continue and expand programs
with Holocaust survivors.
10. Teens know about Israel.
o What this means for St. Paul: Israel is a source of identity and connection to the Jewish
people.
o Barriers: Presenting all sides and the complexity of feelings about Israel. Getting people
from both ends of the continuum to understand it’s important to hear all views.
o Potential St. Paul Application: the subgroup did not respond to this prompt
11. Teens are seeking greater purpose and meaning.
o What this means for St. Paul: Early education is perceived as failing most teens,
particularly in skills content such as Hebrew. Many teens are spiritual, not religious.
o Barriers: ADHD, too much sitting, and competition. Other barriers include the lack of
seriousness in Jewish education, not meeting teens where they are cognitively, parents
not living Jewishly at home, and the lack of serious challenges in Judaism.
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o Potential St. Paul Application: There need to be many portals for parents and teens.
Further, the community needs to pay for inspiring teachers and value their
contributions.
o Measures of Success: Teens report that Judaism is at the core of their life.
12. Teens view Jewish activities as an obligated choice.
o What this means for St. Paul: Jewish activities must be treated by teens as voluntary
and not an obligation. We encourage choice.
o Barriers: The teens may pick up issues of parents’ lives and defer to the family’s choices.
o Potential St. Paul Application: May consider starting the program with parents of 3-, 4, and 5-year olds.
13. Teens expect choices in Jewish opportunities.
o What this means for St. Paul: Parents of 5-, 6-, and 7-year olds can talk earlier about
opportunities.
o Barriers: Many Jewish professionals and lay leaders have a sense that many parents are
not modeling or articulating their Jewish beliefs early enough.
o Potential St. Paul Application: There should be young parent activities as well as family
activities. Not events, but a way of life.
o Measures of Success: Attitudes and whether people are Jewish at their core.
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Consultant Final Report
St. Paul Community Supplemental Jewish High School Initiative:
Process Summary & Recommendations
Prepared by: Rabbi Philip Warmflash, CEO, Jewish Learning Venture
March 2, 2018
What have we accomplished?
The Jewish Federation of Greater St. Paul launched a Community Planning Process in 2012. In 2015
that process lead to the creation of five implementation panels, including one focused on
Strengthening Jewish Education. That panel identified three potential areas for innovation:
Early Childhood Education
Family Education
Creating a Communal Supplementary High School.
In late 2016 the panel decided to move forward to explore the creation of a communal high school for
all of the teens of St. Paul. To move that process forward the decision was made to hire Rabbi Philip
Warmflash, CEO of Jewish Learning Venture of Philadelphia to facilitate and consult with the project.
Beginning in February 2017 one leader from each of the five key stakeholders (Rabbi Allen from Beth
Jacob, Rabbi Spilker from Mount Zion, Rabbi Fine from Temple of Aaron, Stuart Bear from Talmud
Torah, Mary Ann Wark from Federation and Judy Sharken Simon as project staff from Federation)
met with Rabbi Warmflash. The result of that meeting was a sense of excitement at that possibility
of moving from three high schools, two of which have 20-25 students and one of which has 80, to one
institution of, hopefully, 140+ teens. The rabbis were most excited about the possibility of offering
the best of their individual programs to a broader audience and developing new, exciting
opportunities that would encourage more teens to attend. The stakeholders developed a dynamic list
of ‘shiny’ new possibilities that could be part of this new initiative, from communal internships,
service opportunities, and even thoughts about the possibility of a trip to Israel.
It was clear from the beginning that there would be challenges, including:
• The location and timing of the program
• Maintaining the programmatic elements that each of the current high school programs and their
students value
• Finding sufficient funds for the new entity
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•

Balancing the communal school with congregational programming (retreats, trips, confirmation,
youth group, etc.)

The leadership group was excited in the spring and felt that success was possible. From the first Zoom
meeting in January through the end of June several significant events occurred.
1. All of the stakeholders agreed to bring a Brit document to their congregational boards
indicating the desire to explore creating a high school and achieving the successful
outcomes that would result. It was not a promise to open a school, it was a promise to
do everything possible to attempt to make it a reality.
2. The three rabbis and Stuart Bear went to each other’s board meetings to demonstrate a
new level of communal collaboration.
3. All three congregations, the Talmud Torah, and the Federation signed the Brit and were
committed to moving into the next phase of the process.
The process was put on hiatus for the summer because of vacation schedules. During that period
stakeholders were asked to identify volunteers and professionals to serve on a Transition Leadership
Team and two Task Forces (Curriculum and Administration).
These three groups began meeting monthly in the fall of 2017.
The Curriculum Task Force identified what they were most proud of in their current programs and
began to look at goals for teens in a new program. In December this group articulated a fairly robust
curriculum outline. It was clear that the program needed to meet on Wednesday night, when all of
the programs currently meet. After that both Sunday and/or Monday were possible as a second day.
The Administrative Task Force reviewed a draft budget and drilled down on the numbers that would
be needed to complete the financial picture. Federation committed $75K toward the new project and
Talmud Torah another $25K. It was agreed that the tuition would be based upon the current Mount
Zion tuition, $450 for the basic program, which would increase to $900 or $1350 depending on the
numbers of courses/hours in which the student enrolled. Federation also agreed to house the
administration of the new school and to assume the back-office costs. Congregations were considering
how much of their usage costs would be written off as an in-kind contribution to the new school.
By January a basic plan was presented to the Transition Team that would have all students at Mount
Zion on Wednesday, with a second day (Sunday or Monday were being considered) at either Temple
of Aaron or Talmud Torah. Options for additional course offerings on other days were being
considered as well. A new director was to be hired and the school would open in September 2019.
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Before the January meeting separate Zoom meetings were held with each of the stakeholders to
review the plan and to determine what the stakeholder would need in order to go forward with the
plan. (Document attached). At that point it was clear that Mount Zion, Talmud Torah and Beth Jacob
had physical (location, bussing) and educational (rabbis teaching, CIS credit) needs, and Temple of
Aaron needed additional funds to recreate its youth program. (Note: Mount Zion and Talmud Torah
hold classes on Wednesdays, Temple of Aaron has its USY night on Wednesday and classes on Sunday;
thus the need to reorganize its youth program). Temple of Aaron requested $78K over three years to
undertake this new programming. It was determined that this funding could not be acquired.
On the day of the January Transition Team meeting a new, more radical, idea was proposed by one of
the rabbis. This plan would have required the Talmud Torah giving up its building and re-centering
the high school at Temple of Aaron and Mount Zion. This idea was met with interest from stakeholder
leaders. This new idea needed further study and led to the cancellation of the January Transition
Team meeting. Within two weeks it was clear that the Temple of Aaron space available for this was
not the education wing and therefore was inadequate for Talmud Torah, not viable for Beth Jacob,
and would require an unanticipated rental fee. For these and other reasons the new idea was not
feasible.
As we moved forward towards the February meeting it was evident that this meeting would either be
the final session of the current process as initially convened or the beginning of the building-out of a
new high school. Not creating the communal high school was the likely outcome. While four of the
stakeholders had what they needed to move forward, the funding requested by Temple of Aaron to
reshape its teen program was not available; and therefore they would not be able to sign onto the
merger. This conclusion was confirmed at the beginning of the February meeting after which those
present reflected on the learnings from this process.
Having not been involved in the Panel process I do not know why the community high school was
chosen from the three options identified, however, through this process, it became evident that there
was enough satisfaction with the status quo (the three current high school programs) or, at least, there
was not sufficient dissatisfaction, to overcome challenges to the communal school. While there was
definitely a sense of excitement about what a new communal high school could offer to St. Paul teens,
there was no clear sense of urgency. Perhaps, in the end, there was not enough momentum that this
change would ultimately strengthen Jewish education, and the experience of Jewish teens in St. Paul.
Recommendations: Next Steps
Moving forward, I recommend that the community leadership use what was learned through this
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process to continue the work of strengthening Jewish education and the Jewish community of St.
Paul. What follows are several suggestions.
1. Find opportunities to keep the lines of communication and sharing open between stakeholders.
a. Convene educators from the three congregations and the Talmud Torah to identify
opportunities and areas where collaboration or a communal approach could be beneficial,
if not game changing, for the community.
b. Use the foundational curriculum outline to inform the current high school programs
i. Create communal opportunities for teens to come together, including those
identified:
1. Internships
2. Service Learning
3. Social Activism (gun violence, etc.)
4. College visits/preparation
c. The issue of providing services for children with special needs arose in our conversations.
Are there ways in which a communal effort can meet this need better than any one
stakeholder, or can stakeholders open their program to children regardless of affiliation.
(find opportunities to model and practice collaboration…I’d make this a central goal in
moving forward on all issues.)
d. While understanding that there is no program from another community that will exactly
fit St. Paul’s needs, it is important to learn from impactful ideas, creative strategies, and
innovative educational programs from communities outside of St. Paul.
2. Explore the underlying community issues surfaced during this process:
a. Federation Allocation to education. This should be done not as a quick fix, but rather,
how can Federation allocate dollars strategically to strengthen Jewish education so that
school age children will benefit from excellent, multi-layered experiences.
b. Shared resources (teachers, curriculum, special needs) in an overtaxed system
c. Finding more topics that would be conducive to the rabbis being present and supportive
with a communal voice in front of each other’s leadership groups.
I want to thank all of you who participated in this process, particularly Rabbis Allen, Fine and Spilker,
Stuart Bear, Mary Ann Barrows Wark, and Rob Jacobs for their time and their honesty and willingness
to explore difficult questions. Judy Sharken Simon has been an invaluable resource and thought
partner in this work from the beginning. I look forward to following your progress as you move
forward to strengthen Jewish education.
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Appendix 2: Interview Questions Posed to Other Jewish Communities
People to interview:
• Head of the program
• Federation contact
• Two rabbis or educators (one Conservative, one Reform)
Interview questions:
Introduction: We’re thinking of creating a new program. We saw from the website that
yours might be one that would help us figure out what to do.
History
1. Can you tell us how your program got started?
2. What does your community look like (synagogues, Federation, funding model, etc.)?
3. What was the situation in the community before you began the program?
4. Why did you start the program?
5. Who was involved? Did you involve teens in co-creation? If so, how?
6. What were the issues that arose as you put together the structure and curriculum?
7. Any suggestions to us for how to make the development process go smoothly? What
would you have done differently?
Program numbers and description
8. What are the numbers in the school (staff, teachers, students, synagogues, etc.)? What is
the B’nai Mitzvah and post-confirmation retention?
9. How long has the program been in existence?
10. What are the staff qualifications, hours, and pay? Do congregational rabbis teach?
11. What are the program’s days/hours?
12. Are there satellite locations for the school? Where are sessions held?
13. What does the curriculum look like? How is it developed? How has it changed, if it has?
14. Does the program have a goals and/or value statement?
See website.
15. What is a really popular/most successful class?
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Funding
16. Sources of funding (tuition, subsidy from whom, scholarships)? How much from each
source?
17. What is the budget? Per pupil expenditure? Salaries?
18. What are the other costs to this program?
19. Are students offered any incentives to participate?
Outcomes
20. What are short- and long-term outcomes for students and for the synagogues?
21. What do you track? What data are collected?
22. How are you measuring success? What instruments are you using?
Advice
23. What are the lessons learned?
24. What has worked for the program, and what would you change?
25. What advice would you give to people just starting on their own program?
26. What else should we have asked you to understand how your program works?
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Appendix 3: Results of Research on Other Jewish Communities
Buffalo, New York
Melissa Schreiber, Principal of Buffalo Jewish Community High School Program
TO: PANEL 4 EDUCATION SUBCOMMITTEE
FROM: STUART BEAR
DATE: January 19, 2016
RE: CONVERSATION WITH MELISSA SCHREIBER, ACTING PRINCIPAL OF BUFFALO
JEWISH COMMUNITY HIGH SCHOOL PROGRAM
I spoke with Melissa Schreiber, Acting Principal of the Buffalo Jewish Community High
School Program, on January 19, 2016. Her phone number is 716-204-5380. We spoke for
approximately one hour. She has been affiliated with the school for some time, and grew
up in Buffalo and participated in this program as a child. The regular principal is on
maternity leave and returns in March, 2016.
I learned the following:
I.

HISTORY.

This program has been around in one form or another since 1928. Until 1928, each
synagogue had its own separate program. There was inconsistency in education, and as a
result, the community came together to form a Hebrew high school that later morphed into
the Bureau of Jewish Education.
Today, the Bureau of Jewish Education oversees many community programs, including this
8-12th grade program; adult education programs; teen programs; and pre-teen programs.
From Kindergarten through 7th grade, however, educational programs are conducted at
the separate synagogues.
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The school draws some children from the Orthodox community, some children from
unaffiliated families, and children from one Conservative and two Reform synagogues.
II.

PROGRAM NUMBERS AND DESCRIPTION.

The 8-12th grade educational program is offered one day per week, on Wednesday
evenings, from 6:30-8:30 p.m. There are approximately 65 children now in the program.
Last year, there were 62 children, the year before 65 children, and the year before that 70
children. Melissa attributes the ups and downs in the number of students to the
demographics of a community that is aging, but most importantly, she attributes the
increase in numbers, and anticipated increase next year to a change in the curriculum
structure.
Prior to this year, for many years, the school was organized as two semesters. There was an
8th grade track; a 9th or 10th grade confirmation class or alternatively, classes on
Holocaust education and Israel; an 11th grade track component on Jewish civic initiatives;
and a 12th grade senior symposium. The first hour was a mandatory course, and the
second was an elective.
Under this model, it became apparent that the students did not like their classes, and there
was a lot of changing of classes throughout the year. As a result, a new trimester model was
adopted, and every course is elective. The two-hour elective course takes up the entire
evening.
On the first night of classes, students sit in on all classes for 15 minutes. They can then
select the course they want. Melissa feels this is a good way of engaging the children in
selecting courses.
Course curriculum is designed by the principal with input from the teachers. The Bureau of
Education adopted six core values, and the teachers design the course subject matter
around these core values.
Melissa reports that the most popular course is the Jewish Civic Initiative, which results in
a Panim experience in Washington, D.C. The Washington experience is a three-day
conference, in which students practice what they have learned in courses by visiting
various governmental programs and legislative leaders. Other popular courses include
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cooking and a Jewish repertoire theatre. Another popular option (with a popular teacher) is
the Senior Symposium, which prepares high school students for college and addresses
issues Jewish students face on college campuses. The least popular course is the
Confirmation class.
Melissa noted that the trimester structure allows more opportunity for courses, fewer
required courses, and courses offered within a shorter period of time, since each trimester
is eight weeks,instead of the 12-week semester program.
III.

FUNDING.

Melissa said the total annual budget for the 8-12th program is $20,000 (which I find hard
to believe). There are nine teachers involved with the program. The teachers are selected
because they are typically known in the community or identified as Jewish educators.
There does not seem to be any formal selection process or criteria. The rabbis teach,
particularly their own confirmation classes. Cost is $150 per student per trimester, or the
full three trimesters for $425. Melissa said that 75% of the costs are supported by the
Buffalo Jewish Federation, and the other 25% comes from fundraising efforts. The students
are not offered any incentives to participate.
IV.

OUTCOMES.

There are no formal ways to measure success of the program. The program promotes the
six core values, and the hope is that the students leave with these core values.
V.

ADVICE.

Melissa advises that any communal program needs to take some time. She stressed that
students need to have voice, and she believes that the 15-minute rotation at the beginning
of the school year is very valuable. She said transparency in all aspects of the program is
the key.
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VI.

OTHER INFORMATION.

I asked Melissa what seems to be the transition rate for students who have undergone a
B’nai Mitzvah, and then transition to this educational program. That is, how many 7th
graders end up in this 8th grade program, since this is the only supplemental education
program in the community for this age cohort (with the exception of an Orthodox day
school and a community day school run by a separate entity; the community day school has
a total enrollment of 40 children). Melissa said that the Conservative and Reform
synagogues (three synagogues) had 45 B’nai Mitzvah last year. There are 11 students
enrolled this year in the 8th grade program. Melissa believes that students not in this
program are receiving no formal Jewish education.
The 8-12th supplemental education program, outside of the day schools, is the only formal
education program in Buffalo. That is, the synagogues do not offer any other program. If a
child remains interested in connecting in a Jewish educational way, the child in the 8-12th
grade cohort can serve as a madrich (which is a TA) in the separate synagogue
supplementary schools for younger children.
VII.

OTHER RESOURCES.

I asked Melissa whom I should speak with in terms of community rabbis, and she suggested
the following:
A. Conservative: Rabbi Netter of Temple Beth Tzedek
B. Reform: Rabbi Scheldt of Temple Beth Zion
C. Reform: Rabbi Alex Lazarus-Klein of Congregation Shir Shalom
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Rabbi Perry Netter of Temple Beth Tzedek (Conservative congregation)
TO: PANEL 4 EDUCATION SUBCOMMITTEE
FROM: STUART BEAR
DATE: January 26, 2016
RE: CONVERSATION WITH RABBI PERRY NETTER OF TEMPLE BETH TZEDEK (A
CONSERVATIVE CONGREGATION)

I spoke with Rabbi Perry Netter, Senior Rabbi of Temple Beth Tzedek (a Conservative
congregation) on January 26, 2016. His phone number is 716-838-3232, ext. 101. We spoke
for approximately one-half hour. Rabbi Netter has been affiliated with the synagogue for
seven to eight years. e grew up primarily in California.
In preparation for my conversation with Rabbi Netter, I shared with him the questions
prepared for us for researching community 8-12th grade programs. He said that admittedly
he did not know a lot of the information we were requesting, but he could offer certain
advice and guidance regarding lessons learned.
Rabbi Netter stated the following:
1.
The goal of the program should be what is best for the kids. This should be the basis
on which any decisions are to be evaluated.
2.
Rabbi Netter suggested that synagogues traditionally use a dues paying model.
Members usually join the synagogue when they need educational opportunities for their
children. He said this model has become known as the “dry cleaning” model of Judaism,
which means a child is in for education by 9 and out by 13. In the past, with increasing
populations, when families would drop membership after their last child reached age 13,
there would be new families to replace them. In a demographic where the population is
decreasing, this is no longer effective. His point here is that when synagogues can move to
other forms of funding, rather than providing education as an entrée to membership
(resulting in financial support), then a community school can best flourish. However, as
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long a synagogues are reliant on education to attract membership and ultimately financial
support, it will be difficult to sustain community schools.
3.
Tribalism and territorialism only serve to weaken a community school. Those
planning a community school must be open-minded and put their differences aside to
establish what is best for children.
4.
Rabbi Netter said there was higher attendance at the high school program because
children would establish connections at summer camp and continue to foster those
connections through socializing at the high school program throughout the year. The
summer camp closed about seven to eight years ago, and as a result, there has been a
marked decrease in enrollment in the high school education program.
Rob Goldberg, Buffalo Federation Director
On January 12, 2016 I talked on the phone with Rob Goldberg, the Buffalo Federation
Director. He started this job in July but has been involved in this community for the last 10
years.
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Buffalo has about 12,000 Jewish families.
They have been facing declining numbers of Jewish children in their community for the
last 10-15 years.
They used to have 5 separate temples…..now 1 Conservative (600 families) and 2
Reform (500 and 800 families).
JCC preschool serves mostly non-Jewish families.
Chabad has a thriving day school—110 children.
The community created a high school program about 10 years ago because numbers in
confirmation classes averaged about 2 to 6 children. The economics of these small
classed demanded that they find another way to educate their Jewish youth.
Program was created by an “educator’s council” and a “Bureau of Jewish Educators”
Teens were not involved in the creation of the program.
The rabbis were “somewhat involved” in the creation of the program
All three rabbis currently teach in the program.
Program is 75% funded by the Buffalo Jewish Federation.
Program currently has 60 children.
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•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Participation and post-B’nai Mitzvah retention is about the same as before this program
started.
Program meets once a week on Wednesdays, 6:30-9 p.m., at the local JCC.
Rob had many thoughts about what they could have done differently.
Don’t do Wednesday evenings—Use technology to create some online experiences as
part of the curriculum.
Get students away from the Temple.
o Immersive experiences
o Shabbatonim
o Experiences with students from Minneapolis synagogues.
o Trips out of state.
Involve teens and college students in the planning process.
Bring in dynamic educators for 3- or 4-week seminars.
Bring in another institution to run the entire program. (Who does education the best??)
o American Jewish Academy
o Hartmann Institute
o Millstone Institute (St. Louis)
o Local university
In conclusion, Rob suggested that we need to be innovative.
Use another space besides a Jewish space.
Use technology.
Get away from the Wednesday night paradigm.
Involve teens in the planning process.
Create immersive experiences.
Bring students together from different Jewish denominations.

Rabbi Alex Lazarus-Klein, Congregation Shir Shalom, Reconstructionist and Reform
Synagogue
Today I spoke with Rabbi Alex Lazarus-Klein from Congregation Shir Shalom in Buffalo. His
congregation is a combination of Reconstructionist and Reform synagogues.
When he came to Shir Shalom in 2008, the Jewish high school program was thriving. They
had 120 students. Over the last two years, the program has fallen to 70 students. He cited
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demographics as the biggest cause of the downturn. He also noted that “other
organizations have gotten much better at attracting the teens (sports, theater, etc.).”
He said that years ago they required teens to sign up and pay for the whole year. Now, they
have a trimester system where the teens can sign up for one, two, or all three sessions. He
stressed to try to meet students “where they are” as far as curriculum.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Perhaps develop programs to fulfill necessary volunteer hours.
Create programs that allow students to participate in community activism of some sort.
Create partnership-type programs in the broader community.
Get students involved in planning their own activities.
JCC café….…have students help run it.
Create a student leadership training path.

Phoenix, Arizona
Phone Interview with Myra Shindler, Director and Hebrew High Principal
History, Program Numbers and Description:
She said that her 812th grade Hebrew High School has existed for more than 40 years, and
she has been associated with it for more than 23 years. The school meets one day a week
on Tuesdays from 7-9 p.m., and 2 days a week for those taking college level Hebrew.
Enrollment was over 400 students in 2001 and now has about 85 students. About 25
students take college level Hebrew. There are five teachers, depending on the semester,
and most teachers have taught in the school for many years. The Conservative rabbi
teaches confirmation class in the school.
Reasons for the decline:
The Reform synagogues have pulled out their students and now offer their own
school.Also, there are turf issues and many competing high school and extra-curricular
activities.
BBYO meets at the community school.
The students do not help shape the curriculum. The most popular classes are based on the
teacher and less on the topic. A Holocaust class was very popular because it was taught by a
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great teacher. A cooking class was popular. They did a collaborative class with Chabad’s
Friendship Circle focused on special needs.
They have two small satellite classes. The Cookies & Conversation class meets at a small
coffee shop with about 7 to 8 regular attendees, and the students like it.
Funding comes from tuition and the Bureau of Jewish Education. They charge $500 for the
school year for one day per week because they don’t think parents will pay more; and $700
for 2 days per week. She said this covers the tuition. The Bureau of Jewish Education
provides support for the program, but she wasn’t sure of how much support.
Incentives for students: Taco Tuesday once a month, scholarships to Israel, essay contests
(only open to students of the school ) with prize money..
Outcomes: They don’t track.
Advice: Form alliances with the synagogues, get the rabbis to teach in the school and pay
them.
Stuart Wachs, President & CEO Phoenix Federation, swachs@jewishphoenix.org
He said that the Federation provides an allocation to the Hebrew High School, which serves
Conservative, Reform and unaffiliated teens. The high school is a tenant in the Jewish
community facility. The Federation also provides funding for 6 or 7 Jewish day schools, per
student who attends.
In Arizona, there is a Jewish tuition credit that provides a credit on religious school tuition
to a person who gives a gift to the religious tuition organization. This tuition credit is in
their state statute. It has been challenged, but the Catholic organizations have lobbied to
support the credit.
A difficulty for the Jewish community in Phoenix is that they are very spread out
geographically, and there are not deep roots to the community.
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Westchester, Connecticut
One panelist talked to the assistant director of education programs at a synagogue that left
the Hebrew High program in Westchester. She said it wasn’t a fault in the program or the
synagogue, but rather a funding and location issue. Young people were not interacting with
others outside their congregation. It didn’t feel collaborative and didn’t seem worth it to
stay in the collaborative.
Worcester, Massachusetts
Mission and Values Statement: Worcester's Jewish Community Hebrew High School offers a
pluralistic and welcoming educational, social, and religious experience; inspiring our students
and our community to embrace commitment to Judaism, the Jewish people, God, Israel, and
the Hebrew language. Students develop strong Jewish identities and the skills to actively
engage in the diverse mosaic of Jewish life. The school nurtures life-long Jewish learning and
values, and strengthens the Jewish community of Central Massachusetts. Hebrew High is the
High School of Pardes, the Worcester Jewish Community Religious School of the Jewish
Federation of Central Massachusetts.
Interviews with Wendy Davis Wong, Director of Worcester Community Hebrew High School,
and Howard Borer, Executive Director of the Jewish Federation of Central Massachusetts
People to interview:
• Head of the program
• Federation contact
• Two rabbis or educators (one Conservative, one Reform)
Interview questions:
Introduction: We’re thinking of creating a new program. We saw from the website that
yours might be one that would help us figure out what to do.
History
Can you tell us how your program got started? Desire for the students in the community to
make social contact with each other.
What does their community look like (synagogues, Federation, funding model, etc.)?
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--There is a Reform synagogue (Temple Emmanuel and Temple Sinai merged to
become Temple Emmanuel Sinai, Rabbi Cohen) and a Conservative synagogue
(Congregation Beth Israel, Rabbi Fellman) that participate in the program. The
Yeshiva in the community does not participate. The school also accepts nonaffiliated Jewish students. The rabbis are relatively new (around 18 months).
What was the situation in the community before you began the program?
See above.
Why did you start the program?
Who was involved? Did you involve teens in co-creation? If so, how?
Operated as a joint project with the synagogues? What were the issues that arose as
you put together the structure and curriculum?
How were the synagogues affected (e.g., relationships with rabbis, how often students
came into synagogues before and after)?
Any suggestions to us for how to make the development process go smoothly? What would
you have done differently?
Program numbers and description
What are the numbers in the school (staff, teachers, students, synagogues, etc.)? What is the
B’nai Mitzvah and post-confirmation retention?
There are 42 total students, mostly coming from the Temple Emmanuel Sinai (36) and
the rest from Beth Israel. We estimate seven 8th graders, ten 9th graders, thirteen 10th
graders, and twelve 11th-12th graders.
How long has the program been in existence?
-Abound 20 years
1. What are the qualifications, hours, and pay of their staff? Do congregational rabbis
teach?
There are four core teachers who are paid $50 per hour of teaching. The two rabbis
teach but are not paid extra. They also have an Israeli emissary teaching a class. Wendy
(the director) is paid a salary through Federation.
2. What are the program’s days/hours?
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This is a 9-month program running September-mid-May on Wednesdays from 6:309:30 p.m.
3. Are there satellite locations for the school? Where are sessions held?
Congregation Beth Israel (the community religious school is located there, as well).
What does the curriculum look like? How is it developed? How has it changed, if it has?
She wanted to have consistency with the kids they grew up with. She starts the evening
with snack/social time. One hour is devoted to the core classes, and the other hour is
devoted to the elective.
Does the program have a goals and/or value statement?
See website.
4. What is a really popular/most successful class?
Cooking class and Israeli Culture (with Israeli emissary)
Funding
Sources of funding (tuition, subsidy from whom, scholarships)? How much from each
source? $536 (with $200 subsidy from the synagogues). Scholarships are available
through Federation if there is a need (maybe 10% participate in this)
5. What is the budget? Per pupil expenditure? Salaries?
$30,000 budget for the high school, with $9,000 contribution from Federation.
What are the other costs to this program? Supplies ($1,200)
6. Are students offered any incentives to participate?
None noted. Staff talk to 7th graders about the program. They know that one of the 7th
grade instructors teaches a 9th grade class.
Outcomes
What are the short- and long-term outcomes for students and for the synagogues?
No specific outcomes. She noted, “For kids to be together and maintain Jewish
connections.”
7. What do they track? What data are collected?
Sent survey to parents and kids last year.
8. How are they measuring their success? What instruments are they using?
No other measures.
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Advice
What are the lessons learned?
Push for advisory committee.
Encourage more dialogue between director and lay leaders of synagogues.
A couple people want the program to be more serious/meaty.
Go with your gut.
Don’t let too many cooks get involved.
What has worked for the program and what would you change?
Total buy-in from all parties
9. What advice would they give to people who are just starting on their own program?
Issues around Kashrut will need to be worked through.
10. What else should we have asked you to understand how your program works?
Panelists spoke with the director of the Hebrew High program and Federation in
Worcester. The Jewish community seemed smaller than St. Paul. Currently, their
Hebrew High program has 42 students and several synagogues involved. Of the 42
students, 36 come from the Reform synagogues, and 6 come from the Conservative
synagogue. Four teachers are paid $50 an hour. The program runs from September
through mid-May. There are both core and elective classes. The Worcester Hebrew
High’s budget is $30,000, though it is not an apples-to-apples comparison with the St.
Paul Talmud Torah.
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Appendix 4: Research on Our Local Community
Forum Questions
A DULT F ORUM Q UESTIONS

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Most important Jewish experience?
What long-term learning outcomes will equal success?
What are difficulties to keeping kids engaged after B’nai Mitzvah?
Why is Jewish education important in teen years?
What Jewish content do you wish you had more of as a teenager?
Minimum criteria for a quality program?
What are the most important things to attract teachers? (only asked in the Talmud
Torah group)
8. How does the education that the community can help provide fit in with what you are
looking to provide for your family? (only asked in the Temple of Aaron group)
Y OUTH F ORUM Q UESTIONS

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Most important Jewish experience?
Who encouraged these experiences?
What long-term learning outcomes will equal success?
What are difficulties to keeping kids engaged after B’nai Mitzvah?
What are the minimum criteria for a quality program?
What are the most important things to attract students?
What are the most important things to attract teachers?
How would you convince an uninvolved friend to come with?
What are the most important things that you have now and want to keep?

Forum Discussion Highlights
B ETH J ACOB F ORUMS

Beth Jacob Parent Discussion Highlights
Location: Beth Jacob
Date: May 17th, 2016
Facilitator: David Milavetz
# of Participants: 11
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There were 11 participants in the conversations, 8 of whom had children in the panel’s
target age range. The first conversation topic that the group discussed was what their most
important Jewish experiences were between 8th and 12th grades. Some of the key
takeaways from this conversation included:
▪

Jewish summer camp played a large role in many participants’ lives. Camp was the
place where many first had a meaningful Jewish experience. A big factor in their camp
experiences or other defining experiences mentioned were the relationships developed
with other Jewish peers.

▪

Another main factor discussed during the forum was the importance of adult guidance
and mentorship. Parents talked about adult guidance as it pertained to the Hebrew
language, how to handle different stages of life, and the teaching of Jewish rituals.

The group’s second conversation centered on the outcomes, reaching into adulthood, that
would indicate the panel’s recommended program achieved Jewish educational success.
▪

A majority said the outcome that would indicate success was that their children
remained Jewish into adulthood.

▪

Other participants pointed out that being Jewish is a holistic experience. So, every part
inside and outside of their Jewish educational experience affects the students, and
having other experiences is a good thing.

▪

Another key idea was that a Jewish education should give students something to draw
from later in their adult lives.

Following this discussion, the group talked about what potential stumbling blocks might be
for continuing Jewish learning after B’nai Mitzvah.
▪

Many participants indicated that time and diverse life interests were barriers in
continued Jewish learning after B’nai Mitzvah. Many students have other obligations
and interests outside of their Jewish education. Participants noted that this was a good
thing and that students should like other things. They may bring these interests back or
find a way back to the Jewish community because of them.
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The next two discussions centered on why Jewish education is important during teen years,
and what is necessary to create a quality 8-12th grade program.
▪

A principal reason participants indicated that Jewish education was important in teen
years was that this is a time of life where people define and figure out who they are.

▪

Collaboration among the various St. Paul Jewish educational programs.

▪

Another crucial worry of participants related to this question was that demographics
are clearly changing in the St. Paul community. There is worry that there may not be
enough students to have a positive and quality program. Participants indicated, as
mentioned above, that collaboration and a community-centered program could resolve
this issue.

Finally, the group discussed various Jewish content and educational experiences that either
they wished they had more of as a teenager or that they wanted for their children. Many
talked about having a broad array of experiences even outside of Judaism was okay. One
participant found his way back to Judaism once that became interesting to him. Others
talked about the importance of having information that Jewish teens can use later in life.
Finally, it was reiterated that having adult guidance was an important aspect of their own
Jewish educational experiences, and that this should be part of any program.

Beth Jacob Student Discussion Highlights
Location: Beth Jacob
Date: May 17, 2016
Facilitator: Mary Ann Barrows Wark
Most important Jewish experience?
▪ Camp
▪ Israel with other teens and friends
▪ Rashi Study
▪ USY
Who encouraged these experiences?
▪ Rabbi Allen
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▪
▪
▪
▪

Parents
Me
Teacher
Alumni

What long-term learning outcomes will equal success?
▪ Continue Jewish life (Hillel, Chabad, etc.,).
▪ Advocate for Israel and Judaism, especially on campus.
▪ Being part of Jewish community, friends.
▪ Motivated to continue Jewish education.
▪ Personal connection, individual.
▪ Jewish literacy.
What are difficulties after B’nai Mitzvah?
▪ Motivation
▪ No opportunities – synagogue programs
▪ High school time constraints – sports, theater, etc.,
▪ Hard to get places on weeknights
What are the minimum criteria for a quality program?
▪ Food and friends
▪ Tanach
▪ Connect to lives, relevance today
▪ Israel
▪ Structured and unstructured
▪ Enough students (may vary)
What are the most important things to attract students?
▪ Something that students care about
▪ Friends
▪ Interactive
▪ Planned by people we know
▪ Food
▪ Active
▪ Room for creativity
▪ Open-ended
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▪

Not too many options – input for students on potential classes

What are the most important things to attract teachers?
▪ Attentive students
▪ Students who want to be there
▪ Personal connection with students
▪ Number of students
▪ Material they want to teach.
How would you convince an uninvolved friend to come with?
▪ It’s fun
▪ Interesting teacher
▪ Good for college apps
What are the most important things that you have now and want to keep?
▪ Knowledge
▪ Friends/community
▪ Write down everything
▪ Opportunities
▪ Leadership skills
▪ Inclusion
▪ Foundation
▪ Ability to form connections
▪ USY/youth organizations
S T . P AUL C OMMUNITY F ORUM H IGHLIGHTS

Location: St. Paul JCC
Date: April 17, 2016
Facilitator: Stephanie Chauss and Mary Ann Barrows Wark
Attendees present: 8 participants
Q1. What was your most important Jewish experience when you were between 8th
and 12th grades?
▪ Herzl Camp. It was my first experience being away from home and being surrounded by
Jewish kids.
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▪
▪
▪
▪

▪

Camp Ramah. It was a chance to be exposed to young brilliant Jews who were
counselors.
A teacher I encountered at Talmud Torah. She was incredibly charismatic and dynamic.
Someone who excited me about Jewish learning.
I also went to Herzl. It was an intense experience. I had some mentors, in particular a
cousin of mine.
The ’73 war really heightened my Jewish identity. I was 13, and the war broke out on
Yom Kippur. I turned to the synagogue, and everyone was flabbergasted. We would
hear Federation speakers, and I wanted to be like that person who knows what’s going
on.
Teen movement. That represented my sole exposure into college.

Q2. What long-term learning outcome, reaching into adulthood, do you believe
indicates Jewish educational success?
▪ I want my kids to be addicted to Jewish learning. I’m not concerned if that’s reading
Israeli newspapers, poetry, Israeli dance, or they want to read commentaries or
archeology. I want them to get withdrawal when away from Jewish learning.
▪ What I notice is the difference between students where their Jewish identity is a
question for them to explore and those that it’s not. The ones where the identity is as
significant to them as the color of their hair. The fact that they are confused is deeply
important to them. They come to a class because it’s interesting or engaging. They feel
that they need to go. They need some route to exploring Jewish identity. It’s a central
question for them at that stage of their lives. I want to see students sort out what it
means to be a Jew as a central question.
▪ What I’m looking for is that they would consider themselves Jewish and expect their
kids to be. Our situation today is very different than 40 years ago.
▪ A Jew who went through any part of the education should not just want to go to a Seder
because it’s nice family time, but they should understand the significance of the matzah
to who we are and what we are.
Q3. What do you consider the stumbling blocks for continuing Jewish learning after
B’nai Mitzvah?
▪ Distance
▪ School
▪ Time
▪ Homework
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▪
▪

Kids today are deluged with work, sports
How do you get parents to prioritize education? There are many parents who make the
decision to not be Jewish or actively involved in synagogues or Federation. How do we
convince those parents to prioritize Jewish education and not just their secular
education?

Q4. Why is Jewish education important in teen years?
▪ You know that the years between 14-15 and mid-late 20’s are the time in life when a
person chooses her/his philosophy of life. There’s a lot of research, but we can look
back on our own lives and see that’s when you created who you are. If you can do so
with Jewish elements, it’s not that Judaism is going to stamp out identical Jews, but it’s
that you’re going to have the elements and pieces in building your own personal way of
life.
▪ The idea of giving kids an education is not so they just continue as Jews but that they
continue as Jews and it means something. So that when they pass it on, it’s worth
something. The education is about living a life that’s worthwhile.
Q5. What do you believe are the minimum criteria for a quality program?
▪ Feedback and evaluation
▪ Structure that’s flexible enough to accommodate different learning styles and different
learning goals.
▪ An approach that makes best use of the available resources in the community for the
best possible outcome.
▪ There is no minimum. It’s just a strategic term. Play around with all the strategies that
you can. Don’t delude yourself.
▪ Inclusivity. I think that’s really, really important. My second thought is that it would be a
program that is extremely cross-congregational and supported across the city.
▪ I would say this based on long reading, it has to advance the idea of Jewish peoplehood.
We are a people, more than a set of ideas.
Q6. What Jewish content do you wish you had more of as a teenager?
▪ I can read Hebrew, no idea what I was reading. […] I would also include speaking
Hebrew. To be able to go to Israel and speak in their language would be a real service to
youth.
▪ Torah and Hebrew. It’s what united the Jewish people through all the ages, it’s the key
to all our sources, the connection to Israel.
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▪

▪

▪
▪

I’m going to respectfully disagree. Not that they are any less important than you think
they are, because I don’t. But as a marketing tool, I would much prefer that they have
something that grabs them in English if they don’t know a word of Hebrew. So, if we
push Hebrew and classic texts, I think we’re going to lose a very large percentage of
students and parents who aren’t going to get drawn in.
I think if we’re talking about our kids now, they need to have some way of learning
about Israel. If you try to inoculate them, it will really backfire. We have to respect their
need to think more carefully.
I’d still like to throw in the idea of comparative religion. How it looks in comparison to
its other parts and how it looks in comparison to other religions.
The Jewish take on social media.

M OUNT Z ION F ORUM H IGHLIGHTS

Mount Zion Parent Discussion Highlights
Location: Mount Zion
Date: April 13, 2016
Facilitator: Bob Mast and Mary Ann Barrows Wark
# of Participants: 25
The forum was led by Bob Mast and included approximately 20 parents of students
between 8th and 12th grades. In the beginning of the forum, participants discussed Jewish
experiences that were important to them between 8th and 12th grades. Some examples
include:
▪

▪
▪
▪

Camp and youth group. [Who provided that?] I guess an outside agency that wasn’t
connected to any specific movement of Judaism. It was a Zionist, Herzl camp, so Zionist
camp. And the youth movement, the USY at Temple of Aaron.
I grew up in Chicago, and USY was huge for me. That’s where all my friends were, and
we went to the international conventions. That was a highlight every winter.
I’d say the first thing is I was 12 when my family and I went to Israel for three weeks. I
have to say that cemented me being a Jew for the rest of my life.
I grew up in St. Louis Park, so I went to Minneapolis afternoon Talmud Torah. I was a
four-night-a-week kid, too, just for the record, and I hated it, too. The exception is that
there was a teacher there who taught my first exposure to philosophy of Judaism […]
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That was an extremely stimulating class, and there must have been 20 kids in the class.
I don’t know how anyone else took it, but it definitely changed my outlook just to treat
Judaism more seriously.
The discussion shifted after one parent shared that their understanding for the discussion
was going to be about the possibility of an 8–12th grade high school. Parents wanted to give
feedback on the idea of that program. A vast majority of parents present at this discussion
forum were very concerned with a shared 8-12th grade program and did not feel that it
would be beneficial to Mount Zion. They had several crucial concerns that they wanted to
share with the panel:
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Parents were concerned that children would lose the sense of community they’ve
developed at Mount Zion.
Parents chose to be at Chai School and are concerned that the quality of the program
will be reduced if they partner with other schools.
Parents are concerned about compromises they’d have to make if they worked with
other synagogues.
Parents were concerned about bullying and feelings of exclusion their kids experienced
in other schools that was never addressed.
One parent mentioned how important location and place are to community. They would
be concerned with where this program took place and how that might impact children’s
attachment to the program.

Mount Zion Student Forum Notes
Q1. What was your most important Jewish experience when you were between 8th and 12th
grades?
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Herzl Camp
7th grade Sacred Choices
Sleepover camp
Madrichim
Going to OSRUI
Jewish service trip
Mitzvah Core
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Prompts
1) What made it so special?
▪ For sacred choices, having a lot of fun with my friends, connecting together, learning
together.
▪ My Jew Crew.
▪ Friends.
▪ When you can see the parallel between your secular and Jewish life.
▪ A good community – friendly people, people you can relate, people you can feel
comfortable with, general niceness.
2) Who provided that experience?
▪ Liza Henry.
▪ Ana Apter.
▪ Gesher Mentors.
▪ Gesher Mentors and Ana Apter.
Who encouraged you to partake in that experience?
▪ My parents
▪ Ana Apter
▪ Haman
▪ Jeremy Lund
▪ Ana Apter and Liza Henry
▪ All the cool older kids
▪ Phoebe, Jeremy Lund, and Lara Rubenstein
▪ Phoebe
Q2. What long-term learning outcome, reaching into adulthood, do you believe
indicate Jewish educational success?
▪
▪
▪
▪

I think you’ve succeeded with your Jewish education when you feel comfortable in your
own beliefs.
W You’ve done a good job when you take the information you’re given and use it in real
life.
When you pass it on to a new generation.
Finding your love for Judaism other than when your parents tell you to.
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▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Feeling comfortable with your community, and having a basic knowledge to share with
others.
Feeling comfortable with your identity and expressing that.
Feeling like the one who can inspire others to go to community events.
Knowing enough to make educated choices.
Continuing to go to services even after Chai School.

Q3. What do you consider the stumbling blocks for continuing Jewish learning after
B’nai Mitzvah?
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

▪

Life in general – meaning the lemons that life gives you.
Some people choose to discourage it.
You lose the motivational piece.
A bunch of kids leave. They just leave, and you don’t see them, and so less friends are
coming. You go to see friends, so if they all leave, why do you want to keep doing that.
After you go to high school, you’re involved in more things, so it makes it hard to make
it work all at the same time.
Not having enough knowledge of what’s beyond your Bar or Bat Mitzvah.
You’ve always been told what you should believe, and after that, you have to develop
your own sense of Judaism – it’s uncertain and there’s less pressure.
It kind of applies to real life, but gossip and stuff, rumors. As you start to know who you
are, you worry about what other people think about you.
What I’ve seen the most with my generation, there are many facets to Judaism but you
don’t always learn them. There are other ways that we don’t know if you can connect in,
like someone might not necessarily believe in god, but there are other ways to connect
beyond god. It’s not white or black, so finding different facets.
People tend to develop core friendships, so it’s kind of hard to make new friends in the
Jewish community.

Q4. What do you believe are the minimum criteria for a quality program?
▪
▪

I think learning about something in a fun way is always an engaging way so that people
aren’t just listening to someone or reading something from a book.
Sacred Choices instead of sitting in a classroom.
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▪

▪
▪
▪

▪
▪

Having a bit of freedom, like maybe they give you something to do. Instead of saying do
this, do this, do this -- give you a bit of freedom. When giving criteria, it’s not only adults
telling you what to do.
Letting kids and students express themselves and be their own person instead of
conforming to what others tell them to do.
A good community, and the ability to choose what you believe in.
A good program would make people want to come back. Having people learn and have
lessons for their lives. Give them room to socialize and build community so they want to
keep coming back.
A good program has enough flexibility to appeal to more than one learning type.
A good program is one that can adjust to the needs of the students, so whether changing
what happens in the class or the types of class.

How should classes be picked? Who should pick them?
▪ There could be a group of people who come up with classes, and then general people
pick.
▪ We could take a poll.
▪ Synagogues should create ideas of classes, and then students should take a vote of
which classes they want.
▪ I think the opposite. There should be a survey of different classes students want to take,
and then the committee could pick based on what they want us to learn.
▪ I think students should vote on classes they want to take, because they’re going to
participate in classes they want to be in.
Q5. What are the most important attributes that would attract students? Teachers?
Teachers?
▪ Education
▪ Being able to meaningfully impact a group of youth group kids.
▪ Respectful students.
▪ Good values like valuing kindness and gratitude.
▪ Expressing intent and seriousness of purpose in your classes and not just dilly dallying.
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Q6. Think of a friend not currently involved. What would it take to convince them to
be here?
What would it take to convince a friend?
▪ Food
▪ Knowing that they learned something, and that they’d be included and not just the nonJewish person in the corner.
▪ Let people know that any of their beliefs are okay and will be accepted.
▪ There should be an activity that appeals to them in some way. If someone, for example,
liked basketball, talk about some Jewish basketball players.

Q7. What are the most important things that you do not want to lose in this program?
▪
▪
▪

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Friends
Friends and a community thatis
supportive
I really love that our Gesher mentors
are teaching classes, having teens
teach other teens can have a strong
impact
I’d just say the relationship that I’m
having with Judaism
The cool old kids
The shabbatons and other excursion
activities
All the great people who teach us and
the candy lady
Friends
Unconditional support from staff
Staff, friends, kids I’ve taught
Friends when we’re seniors
All of my students
SPORTY couches
People
Friends

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Friends
Friends
Community
Jewish learning
Inclusion
Support from other people in
shabbatons
Relationships with friends, and sense
of community with adults
Getting to teach younger students
Faculty and welcoming atmosphere
Good community
Good community
The 7th grade curriculum and 10th
grade curriculum
Sex education curriculum
Friends
Fun
Food
Friends and the students I’ve taught
over years
Shabbatons
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▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Fun Gesher mentors
Friends
Relationship between the staff and the
students
Other Jewish people
Friends
The Madrichim and the staff
A place to belong
Friends
The JAYG activities in sacred choices

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

The music
Getting good relationships with good
people and friends
An awesome community
Hanging with friends
Student participation
▪ The choices
▪ Creative expression
▪ Reconnecting with old friends

Is there something I should have asked you that you want to tell these grownups on
the committee what to do?
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Not everything has to be educational. Just have fun sometimes.
The grown-ups should know that Donald Trump is bad.
I think as younger children, learn more Hebrew words to use in Israel when we go
there.
I haven’t liked is that once I got to 11th grade there were fewer opportunities to
continue learning, one class every Thursday to one a trimester.
I think we need a conversation about remote work. They took away testing, but it’s not
motivating kids. They don’t have an angle to work for. Now they don’t have to prepare
for B’nai Mitzvah.
More classes in 11th and 12th grades is important.
More in-depth learning about the Holocaust.
Some of the classes aren’t as involving as others, so making sure they’re having fun
while learning.
I think there should be some classes about anti-Semitism today. The Holocaust wasn’t
the last thing that happened, so it shouldn’t be the only thing we’re learning about here.
Adding to that, more modern news on what’s going on in Israel.
I think adding conversation about the Israeli-Palestinian conflict that is more equally
based and not so pro-Israel (seconded and thirded).
Ties into all the stuff, having discussions.
In terms of Israel-Palestine, addressed from a neutral standpoint, but part of it should
be that anti-Zionism can turn into anti-Semitism.
I’m hearing a lot about modern problems, hear about what’s happening
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▪
▪

We also want balance, unbiased programming and information about ??.
More opportunities for social justice.

T ALMUD T ORAH E DUCATOR F ORUM

May 2, 2016
Facilitator: Bonnie Resnick [BR] and Mary Ann Barrows Wark [MW]
Q1. What was your most important Jewish experience when you were between 8th
and 12th grades?
▪ Camp Ramah. This participant was motivated to speak and learn Hebrew and observed
his counselors speaking Hebrew to each other. His path to Judaism came through
learning Hebrew.
▪ Going to Israel through Ramah Seminar. It felt like a motivating factor for me. I didn’t
have to limit myself to the restrictions or community I was raised in.
▪ Through Tri-II there was a Jewish art and identity focused program where students
looked at comics by Jewish artists in the 20th century, talk about them and drew their
own comics that addressed a Jewish topic of interest to them.
▪ An inspirational rabbi who marched in the Civil Rights Movement, and was dedicated to
social justice and social action.
Q2. How do we measure that we’re successful?
▪ One participant indicated that the most important thing is that Judaism becomes central
to who they are as adults. It can’t be an occasional hobby.
▪ It should be more than just social. The social aspect can reinforce it, but shouldn’t be the
only focus.
▪ Feeling a connection to the State of Israel, to Jewish people throughout the world.
▪ A desire to continue learning about Judaism – this will be different for different people.
For some it will be Torah study, for others it will be social justice or Jewish prayer or
Jewish mysticism.
▪ Having a knowledge of Jewish history.
Q3. What are the stumbling blocks to keeping kids after B’nai Mitzvah?
▪ Parents
▪ A lot more going on with extra-curricular activities
▪ Institutional competition, wanting the kids under our “institutional” control
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Q4. What would attract teachers to this joint community program?
▪ To teach here with us.
▪ It would be nice to offer enough hours.
▪ We’d be very welcoming to anybody.
▪ Knowledge and qualifications.
▪ An exciting, innovative school, supportive of teachers’ interests and growth.
▪ Appropriate pay and professional incentives for teachers. Participants felt that there
isn’t a career ladder in the field currently.
▪ The group then discussed programs that are co-created with the students. The
facilitators explained that among the researched programs, many were created with
students to incorporate their interests into the curriculum. The group had a few
reactions that are crucial for the panel to hear:
▪ One participant said that the teacher needs to have a structure and teach the students.
Not everyone agreed with this perspective. The program needs to be of high quality,
and it would be hard to do that with student’s co-creating. One teacher doesn’t offer
choice because it is a university curriculum, and it takes hundreds of hours to develop
the curriculum.
▪ Another participant indicated that it was important to engage the students in
conversation on the classes they would take, and that could happen in the summer
before school. Other participants were worried about teenagers changing their minds
after selecting a course and reiterated the importance of having some defined content
and structure in the program.
▪ Another participant suggested accessing wonderful Jewish curriculum that currently
exists through Pardes, Hebrew University, and Brandeis University.
▪ This conversation was supplemented by a conversation on how to reach out to teens
with different interests and those who may want a more informal type of educational
setting. The group discussed an interest in developing programs and structure for
diverse offerings of Jewish education.
T EMPLE OF A ARON D ISCUSSION F ORUM H IGHLIGHTS

Temple of Aaron Adult Discussion
May 1, 2016
Facilitator: Rosalyn Siegel [RS] and Mary Ann Barrows Wark [MW]
Participants: Parents
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Q1. What was your most important Jewish experience when you were between 8th
and 12th grades?
▪ Confirmation. It provided an opportunity to learn about Judaism and how things work.
Being around other Jewish people meant that I didn’t have to feel like an outsider.
▪ USY. The programming was nice, I met people, and they had fun trips. I learned about
Judaism and had a lot of fun.
▪ USY was my best experience, as well. I had amazing directors and counselors.
Q2. What long-term learning outcomes reaching into adulthood do you believe
indicate Jewish educational success?
▪ More involvement, engagement in their program.
Q3. What are the stumbling blocks to getting kids to continue after the B’nai Mitzvah
years?
▪ Not enough children to fill the classroom
▪ Poor communication between teachers and parents
▪ Enough money to participate in trips
Q4. What do you think is important for Jewish education in teen years?
▪ To learn about and be part of Judaism.
▪ Engagement starts at home. If parents want children to learn, they have to start at a
young age and get involved in traditions.
Q5. How does the education that the community can help provide fit in with what you
are looking to provide for your family?
▪ Let and help students to get interested.
▪ Provide more opportunities to meet and learn from older students.
▪ Help children feel responsible and make grown up decisions.
Q6. What do you believe are the minimum criteria for a quality program?
▪ Community service
▪ Visiting Sholom
▪ Learning basic Jewish traditions
▪ Get children to feel like they’re home in the community
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Temple of Aaron Student Forum Questions
Q1. What was your most important Jewish experience when you were between 8th
and 12th grades?
Prompts
▪ I was part of a teen mifgash. Israeli teens came to St. Paul. Over winter break, I went to
Israel and stayed with one of the teens we hosted. (What made it so special?) Living
with the teens and seeing how their lives differed from American lives. Prior, I just
toured, but this time I got to live and see what their life was like.
▪ I think a lot of it had to do with when I started coming to ToA in 1st grade. First class
was Holocaust class, and that was sort of important. It was a year-long class. We learned
what really happened. You learn about it at school, but this was a chance to talk about it.
We also have social action class that we went to a food shelf. I was able to connect
different aspects of my Judaism.
▪ I went to Kadima Kinnus in Iowa and learned different kinds of prayers and meeting
other people around the world with similarities, that were American, Russian and
learned about other people in the world.
▪ I go to Herzl, and that is really fun. They make it fun, and you get to meet other kids who
are Jewish. There are Israeli campers who come, and sometimes you see them again if
they come next year. You learn a lot from camp. When I was younger, I started, then
brother and sister went. So tradition encouraged me.
▪ Offered up a course on learning about Israel and had a person who was an ex- officer in
IDF come. She was a citizen and gave a personal account of what happened.
▪ I came here in 6th gradem and every year there’ve been one or two meaningful classes.
Last year was a Holocaust survivor, the lady who came from Israel, we learned about
their culture and they see things differently than the US. In 6th grade, we watched
Fiddler on the Roof. So, every year here we do something that’s meaningful.
▪ It’s a mix of the teachers caring and a lot of us don’t go to schools with huge Jewish
populations. We do build relationships together. We’ve gone to a confirmation trip, and
your class just bonds. My best friends are from synagogue. If you choose to come, it’s
something you stick to. I choose to come here because I want to, not because my
parents make me.
▪ We all have an interest. It’s a big thing. The bonds are important because we get really
close. The social aspect makes the classes more interesting.
▪ My brother and I are the only Jewish students in our high school. People are always
asking me questions about it. We’re learning about Holocaust history, which I can talk
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▪

▪

▪

about in high school. Even our history teacher is learning stuff. His wife is Jewish, and
he’s learning, as well.
Learning about Israeli culture, my family hosted a shlicha for 3 weeks each summer
over 10 years, and that was really cool because we stayed in contact over the years and
saw them in Israel.
I went on Spring Kallah this year, and I can’t make lounge nights. Going to that
expanded my view and more of an appreciation of Jewish culture in life and made me
more active in the community.
Mine would be acting in Aladdin. We worked together and built our relationship and a
bond no one else would have. Being a part of something new.

Q2. What long-term learning outcome, reaching into adulthood, do you believe
indicate Jewish educational success?
▪

▪

▪

▪

I think that it’s exposing you to that one thing that clicks, that makes you enjoy Judaism
and want to delve deeper into the topic. If you can expose something that you like and
go further, that will strengthen your ties to the community.
Just going, “Here, oh, I’m Jewish, and this is what it means to be a Jew.” After we finish
Hebrew school and after this is over, asking why did we do it. The ties to Judaism and to
get closer to religion.
I see it as sort of a timeline. When you’re younger, when my kids are younger, I want
them to start to feel what the Jewish community is like with family and friends. Then in
elementary to B’nai Mitzvah age, I think the main focus 8-12th is why Judaism? What is
my connection? Why is this meaningful to me? And strengthening their sense of the
Jewish community.
I guess the big part of my Judaism is making connections to others. Jewish education is
successful if I maintain my connection to Judaism and pass it on to my children.

Q3. What do you consider the stumbling blocks for continuing Jewish learning after
B’nai Mitzvah?
▪

Most kids come here when they’re younger. My dad put me here because the main focus
is to learn. I thought I was going to have my own Bat Mitzvah, but he said I would share
one with my brother. You don’t learn a second language, because it’s not like we’re
going to live in Israel. When you’re done, some kids don’t have the chance to see the
other classes and don’t find interest.
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▪

▪
▪
▪

▪

Definitely not having the bonds and relationships with other kids. Leading up, it’s more
parents forcing you to come. After, it’s your decision. Leading up it’s been work, work
and it’s not their free will. Since you already had your Bar or Bat Mitzvah, you would be
done. I had an extracurricular on Wednesdays. That also is an obstacle, but I still want
to continue Jewish learning and make friends.
After B’nai Mitzvah, people think that’s it and they leave. But what they don’t know is
after that people live.
After we learn, we don’t always know what to do next. They should make the
milestones a bigger thing when they’re younger.
I came here later than other kids. Usually after B’nai Mitzvah, there isn’t much interest.
High school comes afterward. Sometimes I’ll see people, but there are other
commitments and they don’t think Jewish education is that important after B’nai
Mitzvah.
I agree with the extra-curricular stuff. Playing on varsity ,it’s 5 weeknights and
sometimes a game on Saturday or Sunday, and it’s 3-5. And then you have homework
on top of that. It’s hard to fit Hebrew School into that. How do you balance that
properly? What’s the right way to approach that issue?

Q4. What do you believe are the minimum criteria for a quality program?
Prompts: Show examples of other 8-12th grade education models and have a discussion
about what they like or don’t like.
▪
▪

That the kids enjoy it. It’s not only educational, but people are having fun. If not, it’s a
waste; people don’t enjoy learning.
To help us find our Jewish identity. After my Bat Mitzvah, I felt that this is the time. I
moved from a Reform to a Conservative synagogue, and I don’t know all the prayers.
That’s my goal. I wish through Sunday School they gave that option.

Q5. What are the most important attributes that would attract students? Teachers?
▪

Definitely not making it feel like it’s a chore. Drawing more aspects of Judaism to
different ideas. I’m not sure how to express it, but making it known that we’re not going
to sit here and go over Torah portions. Not saying that that’s not enjoyable, but making
it known that it’s not going to be studying.
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▪

▪

▪

I think it’s important to have a variety of different ways to connect to Judaism. Not
everyone connects in the same way. Some people connect through different things
(sports, history, Israel).
Variety is a big thing, but each year they do a different thing. They’ve done the
Holocaust, now Krav Maga. Keeping that variety is interesting. Right now, we do Krav
Maga for the first hour, and we’ve learned a lot. We also meet with Eden, and we learn
about the culture and history there. We also have a class with Josh going over the Torah.
It goes through a variety of things.
If the students aren’t there to learn, it’s like teaching to a wall. Having engaged students
there to learn. Sometimes the younger kids can be rowdy.

Q6. Think of a friend not currently involved, what would it take to convince them to
be here?
▪

▪

▪
▪

I would explain that we do more stuff than just out of the book. Some of it is other
commitments, and some of it is just not wanting to come. Sometimes, they don’t know
that we do a lot more fun stuff.
We know a person who has other commitments, too. Also, sometimes it’s their
ignorance, thinking we’re going to learn Torah and stuff like that. Sometimes it’s that
they’re not willing to try.
The majority of my friends who are Jewish but don’t come are still connected to Judaism
through summer camp. Maybe combining some component of camp?
When we were giving suggesting for new classes next year, I wrote down camp stuff.

Do the number of kids make a difference?
▪
▪

▪

Depends on the class. (Does it matter if there are more or fewer kids?) Quality over
quantity. Fewer kids is better.
I would say more, because if you’re reading Jewish history, you want more opinions and
different views. If you have fewer opinions, you’re less likely to express your opinions
and passions.
I’m very social. Lots of time, you walk into one room and there’s someone saying, “Hey,
welcome to class.” I go to Krav Maga, and everyone’s laughing and looks like they’re
having fun. A few classes before spring break, I was lost and sitting alone in one
classroom. People having fun in one room was good.
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▪

▪

▪
▪
▪

I remember last year I was the only kid who came, and it was awkward because I was in
class and we just sat there for three hours. With more people, it’s more fun, and we feel
more invited. You get to do more stuff.
Going to Sunday school, our parents wanted us to meet as many Jewish kids as possible.
If classes are small, parents might send their children somewhere else or say they don’t
need to go. That’s the issue. We’re not going to get the students if you send them to
another place. I eventually chose to come; it’s a mix.
Our class right now is maybe 20 people, 19 or 15. I come here almost every week, and I
never see more than 5 people. We had a huge grade…
But they just don’t want to come.
For the people who come, it would be more enjoyable if our whole class came. It’s a
decent class, so it’s frustrating.

Q7. What are the most important things that you do not want to lose in this program?
The interest.
Relationships.
I don’t feel like that’s a thing that you could do. But I like the programs that are not just
Jewish based. (What I would call a modern problem, let’s say a food desert in St. Paul, or
the education gap in St. Paul. Would that be what you’re saying?) Yeah.
▪ The variety.
▪ The teachers here.
▪ The variety like we mentioned before, from Krav Maga to Jewish culture these days.
Even reading the Torah, a person like Josh makes that class instantly fun. The teachers
give us choices on which classes we want to take.
Were you helping to create curriculum?
▪ It’s programs for USY.
▪ I’d be sad if we lost our Wednesday lounge nights 8–12th grade. That’s made us really
close, and it’s nice after 7th grade. For Wednesday to come and do fun things, we have
meaningful programs. It gets us involved in chapter USY.
▪ Going along with the lounge nights, it’s not just always super fun related to Jewish
programming. I led a program with Eden about fallen soldiers and their recipes. We got
to make the food and learn their stories. That program still connected to Israel, social
action and relationships, and we did it in a fun way connecting to Judaism.
▪
▪
▪
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▪

▪

I can’t make lounge nights, but for the last month I’ve been making an effort to go. I
really want to go and it’s very important for me. I’ve been to one regional convention
and have created a lot of friends that I don’t think I would’ve had before.
Regarding fallen soldiers, there was a cookbook, but it was also hearing their stories. It
was more serious because they had passed away.

Location?
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

I know there’re some families that are 3 hours away. They come on Sundays.
I go to school in St. Paul, and I live in Eagan. My parents are constantly driving me. It
ends up me going here, there and back to school. It’s not very reasonable for them.
Carpool.
We drive each other home. Carpooling works, and we figure it out and pick each other
up.
I’m too young to drive, so when my mom couldn’t pick me , Max picked me up.

Education Experts
Dana Prottas, Director of Yachad
The meeting began with a presentation from Dana Prottas, Director of Yachad, the new
citywide Jewish educational program for teens in grades 9-12 in Minneapolis. Currently
there are 210 students enrolled out of the possible 240 (that were previously enrolled in
Jewish education).
She described Yachad as the best of public schools moved into Jewish education. The whole
curriculum is student driven, the belief being that if the students play a part in the
development, they will be much more engaged.
Every course that is developed must answer three questions:
Identity: Who am I?
Connect: How does this experience connect me to others?
Take responsibility: What will I offer to the world?
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She strongly suggested that if St. Paul were to start an educational program of its own, it
should start in 8th grade so there is no lapse in Jewish studies.
Committee members had numerous questions and after an hour Mary Ann put an end to the
presentation. She thanked Dana and reminded the committee that Dana is just across the
river and open to receiving phone calls.
Heidi Tarshish, Principal of Talmud Torah of St. Paul
The first speaker was Heidi Tarshish, principal of Talmud Torah. Following a brief review of
the community planning process, Heidi spoke about her career at Temple Israel and
transitioning to working in the St. Paul Jewish community at Talmud Torah. She spoke about
several things:
Heidi has worked with educators from each program and had a program at Talmud Torah
that engaged people from different congregations. There were approximately 100-170
students present for the event and a focus on social justice, interfaith and intra-faith work.
Heidi met with Sue Summit at Mount Zion and D. Marcos at Beth Jacob to plan the event.
The panel then asked Heidi several questions about her work and Tri-II:
How do you see improving the interaction of kids from different synagogues? Heidi
offered food and electives that were more organic. They also mixed groups by counting off
students and having them sit at different tables.
How can we get all three synagogues to participate? Talk more with rabbis and educators
next year to make it happen.
When is Tri-II? It’s on Wednesdays, but ended on February 24.
Any thoughts on how to engage the community in Hebrew language, and classical text,
specifically when we know there’s waning explicit interest in such? Heidi talked about
how there were students who were very engaged and interested in the topic and learning
more about it. She also said that Talmud Torah has great teachers and resources, and that
these would lead students to be interested and wanting to be part of the program.
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Stephanie Fink, Former Education Director at Mount Zion
Next, the panel asked Stephanie Fink to share her background with the panel. She spent 10
years as the Education Director at Mount Zion and has taught at nearly every Jewish
institution in the Twin Cities. She’s spent the last 6 years in program management at the
Union for Reform Judaism, focusing on engaging people who are marginally engaged in
Jewish life.
While Stephanie was at Mount Zion, the synagogue switched its model of teen education to
a program called Chai School. This occurred after a student went to the head of the school
and said that she was interested in a particular subject and worked together with staff to
create it. Chai School is a trimester program developed collaboratively with teens. One factor
for Chai School was that it would be flexible and offer a menu of options for teens. At the end
of the five years, it would shape their skill set and lives as Jewish adults.
The panel also asked Stephanie questions about her experiences in the community and in
programming:
How important are retreats? I think retreats are incredibly powerful. Our full-time
educator had the opportunity to create many unique relationships over many years and
connected well with the teens.
Do the kids go to Jewish Theater, Torah Yoga, or other things people might be doing
as an expression of ongoing interest in the Jewish community? One of the things that’s
coming through to me in this conversation is that we really want young people to develop in
some sense their Jewish identities, values, and commitments. We want to give them
opportunities, and recognize that they can do it in different ways. There should be an array
of experiences, classrooms, and outside of classroom experiences.
One program to look further into is the JCC’s Teen Leadership Institute. They do a lot of
work developing leaders and engagement among teens.
Amy Ariel, Former Religious School Teacher, Founder of Chai School at Mount Zion
Amy began the discussion giving a brief background on her life Jewishly and professionally.
She moved to St. Paul in 1999 to begin law school and took a four-year enrichment program
at Beth Jacob Synagogue. At the same time, Amy was teaching Hebrew School on Wednesdays
and Sundays at Mount Zion. She was hired to direct the education program at Mount Zion.
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Amy’s primary goal was to “figure out ways to stay connected once people graduated.” To
do that, Amy suggested meeting teenagers where they are; if not, it’s a missed opportunity.
In the Mount Zion program, students designed and co-taught with adults. The student was
the lead facilitator, and the adult helped. Because of this, behavior improved, and students
recognized and respected the work their peers did. On reflection, Amy believed the program
wouldn’t have worked if they had pushed students to take Hebrew or a course they weren’t
interested in.
Panel Questions
What do you know beyond anecdotal evidence about the long-term outcomes of your
students?
When I was there, we kept good numbers. We were creating measurable markers to know
who we were in touch with and engagement in the Jewish community.
Do you feel like there is anything that could be improved or drawing on some of the
curriculum (referring to Jewish curriculum out of Jerusalem and Brandeis)?
One thing I was starting was including a training programs for Jewish teachers and working
with teens. Most people applying were really young and had jobs. So much of my time was
spent developing teacher skills in facilitating programming. I wanted to figure out how to
retain and keep teachers after they developed those skills.
Were there any kind of core themes or curriculum of Jewish education that you could
say carried through?
There was always a class about the Holocaust, Israel, artistic and Jewish expression and textbased (Rabbinic, Talmud). Sometimes they were about Jewish film, for example, and how to
look at it through a Jewish lens.
If you had some pieces that you could rearrange that could make it less likely that
students would be regretful or less reluctant like about language, what would it entail?
What would you have needed in your ideal scenario?
A critical mass in whatever population was feeding into my program. To allow choices, I had
to make sure enough students would choose the class to make it viable.
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Appendix 5: Generation Now Research Summary
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Appendix 6: Panel Analysis of Generation Now Themes
Generation Now
Research
Applications:

Teens Pursue Happiness
and Joy

Teens balance joyful and
value-added experiences

Teens see Judaism as
more than just a religion

Teens like and need
open and welcoming
environments

Teens exhibit
universalist attitudes
with tribal tendencies

Teens and their
families…get along!

What this means
and how might
we enhance it

PERMA - Positive
Emotion, engagement,
meaning, positive
relationships,
accomplishments. These
are basic priorities.

Need skill to create joyful
and value-added
experiences; core
competencies.

Name broad Jewish
identification and
celebrate it. Kids know
there is more to Judaism.

The environment is
inclusive.

Young Jews influenced
core identity as a human,
how is that compatible
with their Jewish tribal
tendencies?

Positive family
experience - families
need to be brought
along.

What are
barriers to this

Barriers include the
contact hours paid for
teachers and the amount
of planning outside of
class.

The barriers are getting
teens to show up and be
interested in serious
learning opportunities.

Synagogues are a main
portal to identification for
teens. Thus, we have to
overcome 'the
religion'/old-school
perception before
expanding portals of
Jewish identification.

Particularistic - May be
its own barrier;
inherent barrier in the
population; May be that
some education
objectives could be
problematic.

Effectively educate to
universal ethic while
nurturing strong Jewish
attitudes.

Parents giving up
control and decisions to
teens. Community
doesn't hold up the
value of education.

In what ways
could this be
applied to St.
Paul

By having enough of the
right people who can
connect and ensuring
there was some level of
continuity of people.

Entrepreneurial Model;
Internship programs i.e. SP
teen engagement interns,
internships at Jewish
theater, Jewish bakery, JCA
etc.,

Teen Center outside
synagogues.

Foundation of
inclusivity is important;
need to bring and marry
that to the educational
component.

Bringing educators in,
more human identity by
descent, based in text &
values practices; Need to
have education be a
focus; What is unique
about St. Paul?

Extend the notion of
'family' to the
community.

How do you
know you've
achieved this
goal

People show up a few
weeks and years in.

Mentor's
relationship/paired with
adults; impact on the wider
community

Collaboration with
community partners.

Long-term: Community
involvement &
engagement. Shortterm: Number of teens
enrolled, gauging by
indicators.

Long-term.

Not Responded to.
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Generation
Now Research
Applications
(continued):

Teens feel positively
about the Bar/bat
mitzvah

Teens want and need
Jewish knowledge to be
relevant

Teens feel a
connection to
their collective
past and the
Holocaust

Teens know about
Israel

Teens are seeking greater
purpose and meaning
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Teens view
Jewish activities
as an obligated
choice

Teens expect
choices in Jewish
opportunities

What this
means and
how might we
enhance it

Traditionally the
endpoint rather than
the launch point.

Need to show them how
Jewish values can direct and
help them make decisions
and create relevance in
their life choices
(understanding tzedakah
when making a donation to
humane society).

Connecting
teens with
Holocaust
related
experiences in
and out of their
education.

Israel is a source of
identity and
connection to the
Jewish people.

Early education is failing
teens, particularly in skills
content such as Hebrew.
Many teens are spiritual not
religious - Judaism underlies
the heart and essence of the
family community and every
aspect of life.

Jewish activities
must be treated
by teens as
voluntary and
not an
obligation. We
encourage
choice.

Parents of 5, 6, and
7 year olds can talk
earlier about
opportunities.

What are
barriers to this

It is an event rather
than a status.

No one organization that
addresses this issue.
Different kids have different
skill sets and interests.

Passing of time
from the actual
event.

Presenting all sides
and the complexity of
feelings about Israel.
Getting people from
both ends of the
continuum to
understand it's
important to hear all
views.

ADHD - too much sitting and
competition. Other barriers
include the lack of seriousness
in Jewish education, not
meeting teens where they are
at cognitively, parents not
living that way at home, and
the lack of serious challenges
in Judaism.

The kids may
pick up issues of
parents lives,
and defer to the
family's choices.

Too many parents
are not modeling
proper beliefs
towards their
Judaism early
enough.

In what ways
could this be
applied to St.
Paul

Feel positive about
being engaged in
Jewish life, need to
engage youth in the
community; hold them
accountable to their
responsibility sacrifice.

Collaboration across
schools, synagogues, youth
groups, camps could help
work toward creating
relevance.

Continue and
expand
programs with
survivors (1st
and 2nd
generation) and
teens.

Not responded to.

There needs to be many
portals in for parents and
teens. Need to pay for
inspiring teachers and value
their contributions.

Start with
parents of 3, 4,
and 5 year olds.

Young parent
activities as well as
family activities.
Not events but way
of life, being Jewish
events.

How do you
know you've
achieved this
goal
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Appendix 7: Supplemental Communal High School Brit
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Appendix 8: Panel Meeting Briefs
Meeting 1
This first meeting of the panel focused on introductions, setting the context, understanding
the panel process, and perceptions of what’s been going on recently in Jewish education in
St. Paul in different age brackets.
Introduction. Mary Ann Barrows Wark gave an introduction to the panel, the importance of
Jewish education in St. Paul and a reminder of the planning process’ overarching principle of
engaging all agencies, synagogues and institutions to build a vibrant cohesive and inclusive
Jewish community. The charge to the committee is to strengthen Jewish education by finding
effective models for today’s world.
Setting the context. Over the years there have been many discussions, efforts, and groups in
St. Paul that have tried to work on education. However, many times these efforts have not
resulted in the desired change. The purpose of this panel is to make sure that this time the
community can achieve this desired change. During the process it’s important to recognize
that we can create Jewish opportunities in very diverse way. Because of that, the panel
discussed areas that might be big questions or areas of conflict.
Identifying the big questions: What do we need to pay attention to?
▪ Challenge of communal education versus synagogue based education
▪ The Dosage effect, how much Jewish education is enough?
▪ Should we be funding institutions or per pupil?
▪ Is it about communal resources or accessibility and cost?
▪ Inclusivity (How to include Reform, Conservative and/or Orthodox perspectives?)
▪ Not only thinking of how to manage our communal education but how to learn
something new and think of what could be
▪ Will there be enough population to support our recommendations?
▪ Should we be spending time building something that nobody wants?
▪ Should we have a central education system or several subsystems?
▪ The importance of a St. Paul Jewish Day School vs. does the Talmud Torah still need
to exist?
▪ The role of Jewish summer camps
▪ Is it possible to do something so different that it encourages Jews to move to St. Paul
for educational purposes?
▪ Special needs and Jewish education
▪ The possibility of having a community educator to help with adult education
▪ Can we take advantage of all of the Twin Cities and what that might provide for us?
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▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

What is possible for different age groups and working collaboratively for their best
interests?
Seeing education as a life long endeavor including adult and senior education
Defining greater St. Paul and it’s geographic focus for the panel will be challenging
Coming to grips with what we already know about Jewish St. Paul and its history
with education will be challenging
Do we need a period to clear the air (truth and reconciliation)
One of the big challenges for our panel will be the question of ownership and who
takes ownership of our recommendations. Should it be each congregation or should
it be centralized?

Nuts and bolts of the panel process. Nora guided the panel through an overview of the
committee process and the seven steps of learning about the St. Paul Jewish community,
other Jewish communities, and non-Jewish communities work in education. It was noted
that part of the panel process might also be to interview people from many of the different
organizations in town.
It was noted that the panel is not operating in a vacuum and that there is a very real
demographic issue in Jewish communities everywhere. Another concern was not to rush the
panel process so that there is a hope to give guidance to agencies in the community. The
panel facilitator explained that part of the reason for this process is to learn a new way to
handle problems in the future of the community.
Perceptions of what’s been going on recently in Jewish education in St. Paul. The panel
thoroughly reviewed the different options for education in birth to grade 1 and 2nd grade to
6th grade. Other segments identified but not yet examined include grades 8-12, college and
adult education.
Birth – Grade 1
▪ PJ Library
▪ Minyon Katan/Tot Shabbat
▪ Iyunim PreK – 1 (potentially expanding to grade 2) based on the Reggio model of
learning. The program occurs at Beth Jacob one Sunday a month
▪ JCC and Talmud Torah pre-schools
▪ JCC Childcare
▪ My Baby and Me (Temple of Aaron) for parents of newborns
▪ Synagogue school at Temple of Aaron
▪ Mount Zion PreK – 1st Grade
▪ Mount Zion series for expectant parents
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▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Shabbat and Sunday babysitting at Temple of Aaron, Mount Zion, and Beth Jacob
Shabbatortunities at the JCC
The JCC Camps Centerland and Butwin
Parent education class for parents of infants and toddlers at Mount Zion
Kulam special education program for birth through grade 1 at Mount Zion
JCC and Temple of Aaron programs for Jewish grandparents with interfaith
grandchildren
Lubavich internal and external educational program – Living Legacy
Monthly Shabbat dinners (service, plus potluck) at Beth Jacob and Temple of Aaron.
Mount Zion has a potluck once a year at the synagogue.

Grade 2 – Grade 6
▪ Synagogue schools (Hebrew and/or Shabbat morning programs that are formal or
informal)
o Temple of Aaron – Wednesdays and Sundays (formal); Some Shabbatot for
service leading; informal education/family education
o Beth Jacob – Shabbat morning program (Kehillat Shabbat); Informal
programming for younger families, informal and family education
episodically
o Mount Zion – Wednesdays and Sundays (formal); Weekly Tefillah on
Wednesday and Sunday; Informal programming, periodic family education;
Youth choir (Grades 3-6) and youth group (Grades 4 up); Grade-level
Shabbatonim
▪ More camp opportunities (JCC Butwin, also each of the movement camps, national
camps)
▪ Grade 2 at Talmud Torah
▪ Afternoon school (Grade 2, Mechina) then Grades 3-6. A vast majority of students
are from Beth Jacob, a couple from Mount Zion, others are non-affiliated
▪ JCC afterschool program (not currently Jewish educational)
▪ St. Paul affiliated students attend the Minneapolis Day School – HMJDS and
afternoon school
▪ St. Paul affiliated families attend other afternoon schools
▪ Communal programs that happen periodically (Shabbatonim didn’t happen this
year)
Next Steps
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The panel will be sent a meeting wizard with evening options on Tuesday, Wednesday, and
Thursdays to determine meeting dates for the rest of the summer. The panel will also explore
adding lay leaders from the Talmud Torah and St. Paul JCC.

Meeting 2
Meeting Context
The charge of panel 4 is to strengthen Jewish education and to find and implement
educational models for the Jewish world. Approaching this vision, the panel focused on
defining the scope, outlining the panel process’s guiding principle, reviewing logistics, and
having a discussion on the future implementation of recommendations using a professional
planning person hired by the Jewish Federation of Greater St. Paul.
Logistics, Arrangements, and Dates
The panel discussed logistics of when the group would meet, ground rules for these
meetings, and what the purpose of the work would be.
Ground Rules
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Living our Jewish values and vision
Keeping the entire St. Paul Jewish community in mind
Assuming everyone has wisdom
Tell your truth without blame or judgment, but say what you really think
Be open and non-attached to the outcome
GEPO (Good Enough – Push On)
WAM (Wait A Minute)

One of the primary goals of the process is to model how St. Paul as a community can approach
issues or priorities in the future. The process will teach community leaders to better work
together and to take on additional tasks beyond institutional boundaries.
Finally, the purpose of our work includes reviewing Jewish educational offerings, looking at
areas that could define our scope, identifying criteria for selecting scope, identifying research
methods, and then figuring out how to maintain accountability to having a community focus.
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Large Group Discussion
A substantial portion of the meeting focused on discussing educational offerings in St. Paul
in small and large groups. During the large group discussion, we heard the following topics
of conversation:
•
•
•
•
•

The feasibility of doing education in different age bands
Tinkering with existing offerings versus proposing a new offering that is not in
existence
Promotion of other education programs
Research documenting that Jewish education before adolescence did not predict
adult engagement. Jewish education predicting adult engagement only became
statistically significant after 3,000 hours of school
Several agreed that the scope should be
o A “shiny new program” and/or
o For those between the ages of 0 to 5 and/or
o For those between 8th and 12th grade

Next Steps
•
•

Jean and David will write out alternative ideas for possible scopes
The panel will review its scope in more detail at the next meeting

Meeting 3
Meeting Context
During meeting three, the panel proceeded to review the previous meetings and the
expectations for the panel, discussed and determined the scope and charge of the panel, and
touched briefly on the types of research or literature review the panel would do.
Overview
The panel facilitator reminded the group about the importance of cooperating with each
other and feeling free to submit ideas openly with the group. The facilitator asked what the
panel’s sense was after they left the last week’s meeting and gave each person the chance to
respond. Responses included:
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A sense of hope; cautious optimism; pressure to complete within a certain timeframe; a
constructive process; uncertain; surprised on where the group ended up; grateful; promise;
encouraged; grateful that the right people were around the table; and positive additions.
In response to the concerns on time pressure, the facilitator explained that the process is
being used in part to identify what works and that the Jewish community will use it to frame
and solve other issues in the future. This panel’s efforts will not be the end of the work.
Scope and Expectations
The panel then broke into small group discussions on which age range to target and the ways
of approaching the education options for that group.
Before the discussion began, several concerns were raised:
1)
2)
3)
4)

Should the panel create a shiny new thing or enhance and revise existing programs?
What does the panel mean by “we”?
What is the content we will be focusing on?
How can we talk about weaknesses without addressing existing deficiencies?

The group decided that it was important to go through the planned activity on choosing the
scope as they processed these concerns. For each age group, the panel discussed several
plusses, minuses and content to focus on.
Ranking

Age Group

1

Grades 8-12
(Adolescence)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Pluses
A re-visioning of such
programming
Appeal across the St. Paul
community
Research base exists
Could engage students in
co-creation of a program
“Dangerous” time of life;
good to have positive role
models for youth
Socially important time
Last opportunity
Bring all kids together for
a serious event

•
•
•
•
•
•

Minuses
Could create competition
among youth programs
Need to be clear about how
this program fits with and
affects current programming
High dropout rate in
programs after age 12
Young people must want to
attend; could be “one more
thing” => need an incentive
Geography- Where?
Certain kids may not feel
connected
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•
•
2

Ages 0-5

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
Family
•
Education
(adult/kids/both)
•

3

•

(sponsored by Jewish
community)
Federation is ready to
invest
Could engage USY/NFTY
Geography could be a
negative if there is one
site
Research about potential
impact (> age 2)
Doable and discrete
Attendance good
Potential to influence
family as system
Could convert the existing
programs

•

Cf. ECFE and chavurah
Brand new families may
like it (those with no
connections locally)
Role of grandparents
important
Talented experts live here

•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Geography could be a plus if
there are multiple sites
JCC could be
negatively/profoundly
affected
Competition among
programs
Financially a huge
undertaking
Communal influence least
likely?
May put pressure/create
competition among
synagogues
May be hard to attract
parents
Where is the long-term
connection? Need ongoing
relationships/contact
Cannot pressure the Jewish
background of people
engaged

Next Steps
After the large group discussion, a majority of the panel would like to focus on the 8-12
(adolescence) age range as the first area of focus. Others indicated they would like to focus
on the 0-5 age range.
•
•

David will reach out to the panel to ask for research materials
The panel will start to review research material on the scope areas
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Meeting 4
Notes
10-20-15
Hi David,
I really don’t know how to begin, what to include, so I’m going to just ramble.
Michael Waldman was introduced as a stand in for Stephanie Chauss, who will be the Jewish
Community Center representative for this committee.
Mary Ann reviewed the prior meeting’s minutes and all agreed that they outlined the process
up to point accurately.
Everyone began talking at once and finally Michael Waldman asked the question, since he
had not been at the previous meetings, have all the represented agencies made a
commitment to this educational program. By commitment he meant that the synagogues
and agencies would not have conflicting programs, and all will promote this effort. No one
wants to commit until they know the curriculum. Where are the dollars to support this effort
coming from?
Bonnie Resnick explained that the curriculum is only one part, the social aspect of educating
our children together is just as an important, if not more so.
Roz Rubin brought up the point that the community is expecting this panel to make some
kind of recommendation about Talmud Torah.
A subcommittee consisting of Louis Newman, Earl Schwartz, Bonnie Resnick & Jean King has
been created with the task of discussing what the educational criteria should be and
reporting back to the full panel.
The rabbis are also meeting on their own to discuss programming for K – 7, and will report
back to the full panel.
The committee realizes that this is an enormous task within a very short timeline to
complete, and additional meetings are not possible, therefore tasks were given to the
committee members to have completed before our next meeting.
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Communication – talking points (identify critical actors at each shul)
Roz and Paul are to connect with Dana Prottas - What is she doing? What can we
learn?
Eli is to compile current numbers of kids and teachers grades 8-12
Everyone to read the article “3 synagogues, 2 traditions, 1 school”
Submit other good program descriptions from other communities
Develop questions that must be answered

Meeting 5
1. Review our last meeting and discuss progress
The panel discussed and reviewed the geographic focus, centrality of synagogues to a Jewish
population, and the importance of discussing funding models for an education program in
the future. Additionally, a panel member noted that takeaways from the process were more
important than a review of the history of Jewish Education in Saint Paul. The panel discussed
benefits and concerns related to communal and synagogue-based education and various
criteria including feasibility, inclusivity, accessibility, and imaginative thinking to determine
the effectiveness of a person.
Next, the panel discussed various process issues including which entity or individual would
take ownership of the recommendations, whether they would be communal or
institutionally based. Finally, the panel determined to focus on a new aspiration program
focused on 8th to 12th grades with a focus on structure.
2. Aspirational goal subcommittee discussion
• Clear meaning of the St. Paul “Jewish community”
• Criteria for anything Panel 4 creates
o Maximally inclusive - The Jewish community includes everyone up to the
messianic congregation down the street
o Transcending institutional boundaries/affiliating membership
• Two possible approaches to our vision
o We collaboratively create an inspirational program that actively seeks to
build Jewish community (community creating)
o We develop a list of options for Jewish education in the community, a web
of Jewish interconnections (community “sewing”/connecting existing
institutions in a collaborative structure)
• Questions:
o Does Panel 4 say, “These are the things that will build Jewish
community”? Is that our role?
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o Can we use both approaches? What might be the value of doing so? The
limitations?
3. Ways to approach the 8-12th Grade Program
• Panelists discussed potential approaches towards the 8-12th Grade program. The
possibilities that were discussed were either a new program and educational
goal which builds community or developing a list of offerings and
interconnections for that age range so that community members would have a
greater awareness of the educational opportunities in the community.
• Panelists discussed the guiding principles and the importance of intentionally
working together for a common purpose.
4. What are the current numbers of Jewish students in grades 8-12 in St. Paul?
• The presenter discussed the number of students in the 8-12 grade range at each
of the educational institutions in Saint Paul. With Beth Jacob, Talmud Torah
provides much of the education for around 43-45 students with others also
engaged in USY and Madrichim. Temple of Aaron has 36 8-12th graders with 8
teachers. Mount Zion had 71 8-12th graders and 14 teachers. Finally, Talmud
Torah has 29 8—12th graders and 7 teachers.
• Panelists discussed that the market did not appear to be saturated and that it
seemed that some 8-12th graders were not engaged through education.
• After that conversation, panelists discussed the necessity for understanding both
why people aren’t engaging in educational opportunities and programs such as
Yachad that seemed to be working effectively.
• Panelists further discussed the necessity for young people to be co-creators in
the creation of an educational program. In particular, they need to be tapped to
learn about their interests and to reach their friends who might not engage
otherwise.
• Other panelists also discussed the importance of maintaining substantive
learning and content that is offered and learned by young people even with a cocreated program.
5. Conversation with Dana Prottas re: Yachad- Roz and Paul
• The panel reviewed the conversation with Dana Prottas from Yachad, learning
about the formation and goals of the Yachad program. The panel learned that the
clergy involved signed a Brit in 2010 and were on a 3-year (later changed to 1year) timeline.
• The panel asked questions about how Yachad was created, how it was paid for
and how it was doing financially. There were extensive conversations around
each of these points. Yachad used consultants, became a 501(c)3 and
additionally became a top priority for the Minneapolis Federation. Each of these
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•

•

contributed to its success. Yachad charged tuition of their students and received
funding from the Minneapolis Federation.
Panelists also talked about the importance of looking at retention rates at
synagogues in Minneapolis, noting that there would be some risk to creating a
new 8-12th grade program. Other panelists noted that this process was not about
synagogue retention, but about strengthening Jewish education in Saint Paul.
Finally, some panelists noted that prior to the formation of Yachad, the
Minneapolis Talmud Torah was not in existence. Additionally, the panelists
noted that communities that had communal education were foolish to abandon
them and that synagogues could not function like effective communal agencies.

6. Panel 4 communication plan
• Brainstorm talking points about Panel 4
• Identify critical actors at each shul and get the information out to them—when?
7. R. Spilker’s earlier document updated
Initial Framing
1. Writing an aspirational
goal/vision

Progress
Sub-committee met to begin work on this. Identified
questions and two overarching approaches we will discuss.
Second meeting set for Nov. 17.

2. Articulating a new
inspiring “community”
program for grades 812

Currently doing research on innovative programs for these
grades in other Jewish communities. Will use the research
to develop a program for St. Paul Jewish teens. Our focus for
the remaining 2015 meetings.

3. Addressing three
critical issues

Pre-school collaborative proposals—JCC/Temple of
Aaron working on one. Other temples could move forward,
also? Or should this be a new topic for 2016?
What we do already for 2nd-6th/7th grades- Rabbis are
meeting to discuss this and will keep us updated on next
steps as appropriate.
Talmud Torah Day School- Need to be clear about what
the topics for discussion are. The school has its own Board
and doesn’t work with Grades 8-12. Is this part of what we
can do before the end of the calendar year? Put on hold?
Separate meeting?
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4. Write up all educational
offerings in broad
strokes
5. Propose funding

Who would appropriately do this work? What format for
distribution? To whom?
Talking about models for how to use our limited pool of
resources—perhaps we could make recommendations to
the Steering Committee? How might we proceed to discuss
this topic?

Meeting 6
Panelists Present: Paul Bagdade, Stuart Bear, Stephanie Chauss, Stephanie Fink, Bob Mast,
David Milavetz (Coordinator), Bonnie Resnick, Earl Schwartz, Rosalyn Segal, Mary Ann Wark
(Panel Chair)
1. Reports from Program Research
Buffalo
Bob Mast and Stuart Bear presented on their conversations with the Buffalo Jewish community.
They spoke with the acting principal of Buffalo’s Hebrew High program. The program has been
decreasing in the number of students over the last few years. However, the community changed
the curriculum and it seems to be attracting more students. The school meets one night a week
from 6:30pm until 8:30pm. It is focused on providing unique programs and is completely elective.
There is a confirmation class for the 9th – 10th grades. Examples of classes that have been
successful include: Jewish cooking, and JCI (Jewish Civic Initiative) where students spend a
number of days in D.C., meet legislators, go to committee meetings, and practice what they learn.
Hebrew High’s budget in Buffalo is $20,000 and tuition is around $425. The teachers are people
that live in the community.

Bob and Stuart also talked with a rabbi in the community who mentioned that the Twin Cities
actually served as a model for attracting qualified teachers. The Rabbi felt that numbers were
decreasing because of the decreasing attendance at Jewish camps. He also felt that it is hard for
synagogues to step away from the current model because of decreasing population and
territorialism.
Finally, Bob and Stuart spoke with the Buffalo Federation director. He said the biggest concern
was the decline in numbers. Currently the high school program has around 65-70 students. Ten
years ago they were at 120 students. Ten years ago they had 5 separate temples and now they have
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1 conservative and 2 reform temples. In the development of the joint high school program the
rabbis were consulted and participative, but the director didn’t feel they were totally immersed or
onboard with the curriculum. Suggestions for us were to think out of the box, do something
dynamic and don’t restrict ourselves to Wednesday evenings. We should also explore technology
as a way to meet.
Phoenix
Bonnie Resnick and Rosalyn Segal spoke regarding their conversations with the director of the
Hebrew High and Federation in the Phoenix community. Their Hebrew High had been around
for over 40 years. The school used to have around 400 kids in 2001 and is now closer to 85. This
has happened because a couple of the reform synagogue’s have pulled out and started their own
schools. There is no collaboration in developing classes with the kids, but their most popular
classes are about the holocaust and cooking. The Federation gives $50,000 to help subsidize the
Hebrew High program. They have 7 Jewish day schools and there is a state statute for tuition
credit. If the parents make a donation to a tuition credit organization, that organization gives the
same amount to the day school on behalf of the family. The high school charges $500/year for 1x
a week meetings and $700/year for 2x a week meetings.
Westchester
Stephanie Chauss talked to the assistant director of education programs at a synagogue that left
the Hebrew High program in Westchester. She said it wasn’t a fault in the program for the
synagogue, but rather a funding and location issue. Young people were not interacting with others
outside their congregation. It didn’t feel collaborative and didn’t seem worth it to stay in the
collaborative. Stephanie is going to contact an educator from a Reform temple that remained in
the cooperative.
Worcester
Paul Bagdade and Peter Wilton spoke with the director of the Hebrew High program and
Federation in Worcester. The Jewish community seemed smaller than Saint Paul. Currently their
Hebrew High program has 42 students and several synagogues. Out of the 42 students, 36 come
from reform synagogues and 6 come from conservative. Four teachers are paid $50 an hour. The
program runs between September and the middle of May. There are both core and elective classes.
The Worcester Hebrew High’s budget is $30,000, though it is not an apples to apples comparison
with the Saint Paul Talmud Torah.
2. Funding Report and Financial Analysis
David presented the findings briefly regarding St. Paul financial information. See last page for
more detail.
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3. Forum Preparation
The panel discussed practical needs for the forum, such as the need for a facilitator and note-taker
and using audio to record the conversations.
The panel then discussed why it is important to do forums and what benefit they will bring to the
community and our process. Towards the end of the conversation, the panel discussed a guiding
framework for the forum which was to use salient contrasts as a basis for conversation:
•
•
•

A rotating versus central location
Core curriculum vs. Elective vs. Core + Elective
Separated by congregation vs. All-inclusive

4. Learning about other programs
Finally the panel decided to bring in speakers on programs in the Twin Cities to give us ideas
about their experiences engaging students and the programs that worked or didn’t work for them.

Meeting 7
Panelists Present: Rabbi Morris Allen, Ben Axelrod, Stephanie Fink, Bob Mast, David
Milavetz (Coordinator), Bonnie Resnick, Earl Schwartz, Rosalyn Segal, Mary Ann Barrows
Wark
1. Speakers with Experience in Jewish Communal Education
Heidi Tarshish
The first speaker was Heidi Tarshish, the principal at Talmud Torah. Following a brief review
of the community planning process, Heidi spoke about her career at Temple Israel and
transitioning to working in the Saint Paul Jewish community at Talmud Torah. She spoke
about several things:
•

•

Heidi has worked with educators from each program, and had a program at Talmud
Torah that engaged people from different congregations. There were approximately
100-170 students present for the event and a focus on social justice, interfaith and
intrafaith work.
Heidi met with Sue Summit at Mount Zion and D. Marcos at Beth Jacob to plan the
event.

The panel then asked Heidi several questions about her work and Tri-II:
•

How do you see improving the interaction of kids from different synagogues?
Heidi offered food and electives that were more organic. They also mixed kids up by
counting off students and having them sit at different tables.
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•
•
•

How can we get all three synagogues to participate? Talk more with rabbis and
educators next year to make it happen.
When is Tri-II? It’s on Wednesdays, but ended on February 24th.
Any thoughts on how to engage the community in Hebrew, language, and
classical text, specifically when we know there’s waning explicit interest in
such? Heidi talked about how there were students who were very engaged and
interested in the topic and learning more about it. She also said that Talmud Torah
has great teachers and resources, and that these would lead students to be
interested and wanting to be part of the program.

Stephanie Fink
Next, the panel asked Stephanie Fink to share her background with the panel. She spent 10
years as the Education Director at Mount Zion and has taught at nearly every Jewish
institution in the Twin Cities. She’s spent the last 6 years in program management at the
Union for Reform Judaism focusing on engaging people who are marginally engaged in
Jewish life.
While Stephanie was at Mount Zion, they switched their model of teen education to a
program called Chai School. This occurred after a student went to the head of the school and
said that they were interested in a particular subject and worked together to create it. Chai
School is a trimester program and was developed collaboratively with teens. One of the
factors for Chai School was that it would be flexible and offer a menu of options for teens. At
the end of the five years it would shape their skill set and lives as Jewish adults.
The panel also asked Stephanie questions about her experiences in the community and in
programming:
•
•

How important are retreats? I think retreats are incredibly powerful. Our full-time
educator had the opportunity to create many unique relationships over many years
and connected well with the teens.
Do the kids go to Jewish Theater, Torah Yoga, or other things people might be
doing as an expression of ongoing interest in the Jewish community? One of the
things that’s coming through to me in this conversation is that we really want young
people to develop in some sense their Jewish identities, values, and commitments.
We want to give them opportunities, and recognize that they can do it in different
ways. There should be an array of experiences, classrooms, and outside of classroom
experiences.
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•

One program to look further into is the JCC’s Teen Leadership Institute. They do a
lot of work developing leaders and engagement among teens.

2. Forum Updates
Community forum is on Sunday, April 17th at 4pm at the St. Paul JCC. Forums at Mount Zion,
Temple of Aaron, Beth Jacob, and Talmud Torah are still in progress.
3. Planning Community Forums
Panelists will each bring their own question to next weeks meeting.
Meeting 8
March 17, 2016
Present: Rabbi Allen, Bonnie Resnick, Earl Schwartz, Bob Mast, Stephanie Fink, Paul Bagdade,
Roz Segal, Mary Ann Barrow Wark. On phone: Stephanie Chauss
PRESENTATION
The meeting began with a presentation from Dana Prottas, Director of Yachad, the new
citywide Jewish educational program for teens in grades 9-12 in Minneapolis. Currently
there are 210 students enrolled out of the possible 240 (that were previously enrolled I
Jewish education).
She described Yachad as the best of public schools moved into Jewish education. The whole
curriculum is student driven, the belief being, if the students play a part of the development,
they will be much more engaged.
Every course that is developed has to answer three questions:
Identity: Who am I?
Connect: How does this experience connect me to others?
Take responsibility: What will I offer to the world?
She strongly suggested that if St. Paul was to start an educational program of their own, to
have it start in the eighth grade, so there is no lapse in their Jewish studies.
The committee members had numerous questions and after an hour Mary Ann put an end to
the presentation. She thanked Dana and reminded the committee that Dana is just across
the river and open to receiving phone calls.
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FORUM UPDATES
The committee reviewed the tentative dates for the upcoming focus groups. It was decided
that all educators would be invited to Talmud Torah’s (no confirmed date).
PLANNING COMMUNITY FORUMS
It had previously been decided that Mary Ann Wark and David Milavetz would be at each
forum, along with a representative from the agency.
Mary Ann had asked each member to come prepared with a question that could be asked at
the focus groups, and who they would direct the question to, the adults, the students or the
teachers.

Question

Adult

Student Teacher

Most important Jewish experience (between 1418), what made it so special?

X

X

X

What long term learning outcome, reaching into
adulthood, do you believe indicate Jewish
educational success?

X

X

X

How to prioritize Jewish education, what are the
stumbling blocks to continuing Jewish learning after
b'nai mitvah?

X

X

X

Why is Jewish education important in teen years?

X

What is the minimum criteria for a quality program?
What are the most important attributes that would
attract learning (teachers)?
What Jewish content do you wish you had more of
as a teenager?
Think of a friend not currently involved, what would
it take to convince them to come?

X

What has worked for you? (Talmud Torah group)
What are the most important things that you do not
want to lose?

X
X

X

X
X
X
X

X
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Meeting 9
Audio of meeting
Meeting 10
Present: Earl Schwartz, Bob Mast, Paul Bagdade, Peter Wilton, Mary Ann Barrows Wark,
David Milavetz, Bonnie Resnick, Rosalyn, Amy Ariel, Stephanie Chauss
Panel Interview with Amy Ariel
Grew up on a farm in Missouri, got involved in a synagogue at 17. When I moved here in 1999
for law school, was talked into taking on a four-year program in enrichment at Beth Jacob.
So, I jumped in with both feet and helped create a program at Beth Jacob. At the same time, I
was teaching on Wednesday’s and Sunday’s at Mount Zion. I got to know Stephanie Fink
through that process, but at some point she came to me and said we’re trying to create a
youth program at Mount Zion that’s engaging and dynamic. I went into law to advocate for
students but getting a job that was well paid was impossible. I graduated and got barred day
Paul Wellstone died and so a lot of programs were unfunded. So, I applied and got the job. I
think that bought me a lot of trust because I gave them the ability to choose what they want
to do and what it looks like. After listening to them over the years that shaped the Chai school.
Experiential. People want different things, some people connected to learning, giving. Like a
survivor show, one guy wears Maccabbi shirt and says not going to screw people over. To
get at that it’s important to think about some of these terms like what is identity? It’s just the
fact of being who a person is. It’s complicated to develop that. Adolescence? I’m sure you’ve
talked about that, I think it’s simple, period where young person develops from child to an
adult. Teenagers are messy and complicated it’s intellectual, educational, physical, and social.
Kids need to develop in all of those ways during adolescence. Early adolescence 11-14,
middle 15-17, late 18-21. My goal was to figure out ways to stay connected once people
graduated. I feel like I did a moderately okay job at it and feel that I grew stronger. I think in
order to do those things we need to meet the teenagers where they are and if we don’t, we
miss out on an opportunity. Each generation can be very different. I sent out a quick
Facebook message and said anybody who wants to comment on what really works and what
people who have been out six years, what do you remember? What affected and shaped you
back then.
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One response “The amount of responsibility . . . We were designing and teaching whole
curriculums/classes.”
Kids designed and co-taught with adults. Student was lead facilitator, adult helped. Sounds
like potential for disaster, is anyone going to respect them? Behavior got better, because they
recognized that they were peers and taking a big step. Had to hire adults who were willing
to take a step back. Hard, because not many adults who are willing to let kids take lead role.
Things that developed, during one of those years, the kids were really interested in holocaust
education. Miriam Snyder, one of the students, designed a cookbook. Created when people
waiting in line for a meal. It was written down family recipes. People wrote them down and
created a book out of it. So, they created a book and spent the cooking class figuring out how
to make the things. In order to do that they had to read the story in the books. As a result,
they said they should have elders in the community come in and talk about eating in the
camps. I don’t think I ever had an adult teacher spend this much time developing a class.
Another student:
“Choose class based on interest”
“We got to make our own choices”
Some now say “I wish I had learned Hebrew”, I think as adults we know more now than that
point, on the other hand the thing is if we had pushed them to learn Hebrew, they would have
quit. If I had pushed some of them to take something else, at the time they were starting to
make autonomous choices that I’m not convinced If I had forced them it would have worked.
When I taught Hebrew at Midrasha, not many took me up on that. Kids saying it now, one of
them is in a gap year living on a Kibbutz. I wonder what would have happened if I had pushed
her when she was younger, would she be on a kibbutz?
Someone else commented: “Witness to Genocide class: Having teens and survivors
together…run by a teen made it extra special.” Some of the kids are still having dinner with
holocaust survivors on their breaks. Things like that really speak to collaborative, cocreation with teenagers. They don’t all work great. We’ve had a few classes that were just
okay. One of them was Rosh Chodesh and belly dancing. She wanted it to be about body
image. It was pretty well received but a lot less depth. A similar experience, a kid who was
more on the outside of connectedness to the Jewish community. How can I talk about body
image as a Jewish women? It met that goal and the kids who chose to take it definitely were
in that place. They weren’t as interested in grappling with ideas in text and got to move.
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Others talked about “Having older teens being so heavily involved in our seventh grade class
was so effective for learning and growth.”
Great synergies between the grades because of different life contexts and cares. As kids get
older they continue to stay connected with the older kids.
The life-long Jewish journey is really important as well. They get to grapple with hard
questions and think/talk about how they can still be Jewish and keep controversial stances.
A lot of us are Kinesthetic Learners. When they get there, sitting is really hard. Even for the
best of them, it’s very challenging. Having opportunities for them to move around and do
different things becomes really important. All of those things can be done with depth of
content. A couple of the teachers weighed in. Going outside to collect snow, going to a funeral
home for life cycle changes. I could hire people who were fantastic teachers and teach them
things they needed to know. They didn’t have to be as Jewishly knowledgeable as the
teenagers, but that were good at facilitating.
That’s a brief introduction.
What do you know beyond anecdotal evidence about the long-term outcomes of your
students?
Unfortunately, I don’t know much because I got sick. The first year kids are 1 year out of
college. I didn’t do any tracking with them.
Perhaps Rabbi Spilker would be able to answer it.
Besides anecdotal, when I was there I kept good numerical numbers, event he kids who said
they quit were still meeting me for ice cream and talking with me. After I got sick, I haven’t
kept any numbers. I was keeping track of when people wrote me while in college.
Any advice? The importance of knowing such things?
I think it’s hard, I really like to have numbers. Some sort of how do we measure this. As we
were doing it I was creating measurable markers. I think that, that one way would be to
actually, I know you’ve met with people currently in religious school programs, one way
would be to reach out to people who graduated who aren’t in touch. It’s had an impact on
them, but is it going to have an impact on kids who aren’t in touch. I don’t know if they’re
going to talk to you, but even if they were, you could see what their identity is or how engaged
they are in the Jewish community.
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There’s so many wonderful things and thank you for sharing. My question is about
curriculum. There’s wonderful Jewish curriculum out of Jerusalem and Brandeis. It
sounds like things were more organically developed. DO you feel like there is anything
that could be improved or drawing on some of the curriculum?
I think that one of the things I was starting to work on was training Jewish teachers to work
with teenagers. Finding a pool of people who are able to do that is really tough. Most people
are really young and have other jobs. A lot of my time was spent developing people into being
able to facilitate programming and I had very few people show up as teachers. I would have
loved using that curriculum but had very few people who taught it. I had someone with a
master’s degree in holocaust studies and she taught a curriculum because she could. One of
the things that would be fantastic would be for our community to train and develop teachers
in the community. It was challenging because a lot of people who have been teaching in the
community forever don’t like teenagers. I asked what do you like about 7th graders and they
said I don’t like 7th graders. That’s hard, finding someone for 7-8th grade is challenging.
Finding someone who has the knowledge base and willing to work part time on something
to put hours into and develop relationships with the kids which would take more time. On
the other hand, once I got more teachers, one went to get a masters in teaching after our
program. Someone else who wanted a degree in psychology originally went back to become
teachers. But then, once they were teaching full time they didn’t want to do it anymore.
How do we retain and keep them?
That’s why that was part of my next interest.
It sounds to me like all the classes that were being taught there were somewhat
eclectic. Was there any kind of core themes or curriculum of Jewish education that you
could say carried through?
Yes, but it wasn’t very articulated. I knew what it was. There was always a class about the
holocaust, Israel, artistic and Jewish expression, Text (Rabbinics, Talmud)-based. Kids didn’t
always know because it might be about Jewish film or film and how to look at it through a
Jewish lens. For example, castaway he had a ball Wilson which is kind of like prayer. I had
my frame and as things would organically develop I made sure they fit. I wish I had written
that up so I could show parents. I was working 80 hours a week so I don’t know when I would
have done that, but I think that would help. I wasn’t trying to record as much because I
thought I had more time.
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So, I think you’re aware that your initial program has evolved over time and has
evolved into something your kids thoroughly enjoyed. That the challenge is actually
going to be for a number of students to have, to have this program, and then to develop
something more community based. So how to convince these individuals that it’s okay
to work outside the walls of these synagogues. It’s so fantastic, but it’s a challenge
because we got to convince them that this is really great but we got to work with the
rest of the community. At the time…now there’s a Tri-II program, was that in
existence?
We had three tri’s and occasionally would do stuff because it wasn’t so formal. Can you
talk about that? That may help us to form new ideas for how to work together?
Yeah we had a 6th grade shabbaton with Beth Jacob, Mount Zion, and Temple of Aaron kids
who got to hang out for one Shabbat. To just have this one-time event wasn’t effective at
building relationships. One of the reasons it worked more was that kids weren’t dating other
kids yet. They were worried about potential “Interfaith” relationships or different levels of
observation. As somebody who doesn’t really have walls, that’s a really big challenge in our
community. I grew up here, worked at BJ and MZ, things I like about Orthodox and don’t like
about them or all of our communities. Why is it I can be comfortable everywhere and people
can’t be comfortable anywhere? It’s often a very protective thing of parents to try and control
where teens can go? That was a huge thing when I was working on it. I worked on it for 8
years, we’d get somewhere with parents and then get to a new batch of parents. I wish we
could get older parents to help push it. There are some rabbinical issues. I think getting
parents to think broader, one of the challenges is the history of education in St. Paul and the
way it’s been bifurcated in the past has a legacy. If people are at MZ and only at MZ it will be
easier to convince those people. But if they left another program to come to MZ that’s a
different story. People at other programs who love those programs that’s a different story.
People get pretty dug in about the thing that didn’t work is my experience. To me it didn’t
mean anything about the success or validity of the program, it just meant that it didn’t work
for that family. The other thing that potentially could help is to find someone who’s not of
one particular community. Someone from outside who’s not affiliated with one particular
movement or the other. Maybe that means someone who’s reconstructionist in New York.
We don’t have one in St. Paul, so it’s different. Not the same boundaries. I didn’t have the
official training which helped with my success. I knew experiential education not Jewish
education so finding someone with a broader picture of what might be possible might also
help. Their perspective is not “Well this is how we always did it” what we’re creating is really
genuinely something new.
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Would you be willing to be involved in a comradery for Jewish education? Like an
advisory group?
Yeah, I would be. Best possible way. Could you just create a four-year-old program.
I know we’re not going to get into discussion right now, but struck by kids at MZ being
in awe watching this but now being someone my daughter’s in Kindergarten and can’t
understand 1st or 2nd grade, we’re back to discussion that it’s a transition for some but
if you start talking to me in 1st grade about 6th grade all communities are one, it doesn’t
cause pause for me. I see it as 6th grade, it will be figured out and have collective pieces.
Where we will struggle is how to transition current guard. There are people rooted in
tradition and expectation and those who will come to make it work. I think we should
be really mindful. We’ll spend all our time worrying about now and not the future.
A couple of models, it doesn’t start out 8-12, but it starts out 7-8 with new kids and grows
up.
Or with 11-12
Yeah but better to start 7-8 and ground up.
What I’ve heard is that that’s maybe the weaker grades. But maybe best serviced by
communal things.
My experience is by 11-12 are the kids who really want to be there, but a lot fewer of them.
One of the kids asked about a mini-reunion. My list is almost 30 kids. But by 12th grade it is
much smaller.
Amy if you had some pieces that you could rearrange that could make it less likely that
students would be regretful or less reluctant like about language, what would it entail?
What would you have needed in your ideal scenario?
A critical mass in whoever my population was who was feeding in program. In order to allow
choices, I had to make sure enough kids were going to choose whatever would make it viable.
Occasionally if I had enough kids, I could pay. If I had more kids I could have a viable Hebrew
class. If I had a viable Hebrew class taught by someone engaging. If I stand up, no one stands
with me, but if someone else or more than one stands with me more will join.
So if you had suitable access you would cultivate that critical mass?
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You have that potential, because there’s more people. It’s just more people. Then you have
more people who are different enough in different ways. In some ways different because
they do things in different ways. There’s energy that grows.
Do you think we need to do more education of the parents on the importance of Jewish
education? Did you fight with parents about continued Jewish education? Is there
something we could do better?
I have so many thoughts on that. I hear a lot about people expressing parent’s not bought in
to Jewish education. But here’s the thing, they are paying and still sending and supporting
their kids. When you walk into a group of parents of 12 year olds and tell them you’re going
to teach their kids about sex ed, the parents panic. They know about pornography their kids
are seeing, what’s happening on buses. If they weren’t invested they wouldn’t be there. I
ended up marrying a woman whose kids grew up at Mount Zion, her family wasn’t observant,
but right away what do you do? You send them to Hebrew School. But anything she was
invited to, she came to. If everyone could marry a Jewish professional, you’d solve this
problem. If she’s not invited to be part of something, it’s because other people know more.
She still feels like she’s not the one that everyone means when they say everybody. There
might be something around that everyone remembers being a teenager, figuring out who we
are. You tell people, we’re going to give your kids an opportunity, but why you and your kids.
This segues into our next discussion. I led a group 25 MZ parents. Originally it was
going to talk about a potential program that we were trying to explore, a communal
program. About a quarter/half the way in, it quickly evolved into a discussion by MZ
parents that we really love our program. You’re talking about changing our program
in a radical fashion. They were extremely passionate about the current program and
were very much, I was surprised at the vehemence of which they expressed their
passion and disinterest in having their program be a communal. How do you feel
about that? Let me preface that’s considering an 8-12th grade program and you had
mentioned 7-8 year as opposed 9-12. Gets rid of issue for those parents. It’s still a
question of whether or not we should be thinking of changing based on that response.
Two thoughts, one it’s no longer my program, but if it’s that great for those kids, wouldn’t it
be great if it was that way for most kids. Parents are going to be most interested in what
happens for their kids. Part of the benefit of talking with a pre-k or 1st grade teacher, they
will tell you every day they’ll come home and crash. It might not be true for that one child,
but true for 90% of them. Finding someone who can help change manage who has a broader
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perspective. It’s not whether my kid has good healthcare, they all have good healthcare, not
just my kid has safety, all do. It’s my baby and I’d be happy if something could grow in the
community and be great for more kids and I think for some of those people it’s going to be
hard because of the fear. Even my getting sick had a detrimental effect on the next class. The
kids that were going to be Gesher mentors decided not to the next year because they didn’t
know Ana that well. Everything is about relationships (almost). Only occasionally do we
make decisions based on what it is. If they’re already in relationships with people and
parents are in relationships, you have to figure out how do we do that without changing those
relationships.
I had the same thing, Pre-K, parents had no idea that we had same conversation with
others. Mine was informal and 5 minutes, but it’s how we talk about it. I think it’s
fabulous that people love what they have and want more, but the people who are yet
to come will love it with a different lens.
Younger grades are coming up, start full-on with the program. One of the beauties of the way
that Chai School is coming up is that students could get credit in so many ways. One didn’t
want to do confirmation but got it for doing something different in DC> He came back and
wanted to be a Gesher Mentor. Shouldn’t have to be confirmed to participate.
If Rabbi Spilker said the opportunities outweigh the risks, would that be decisive?
No. Not that kind of relationship at MZ.
Building relationships, one of the things I said to Stephanie, that was just a key part of
the program. Relationships by email, middle of the night. How do you build that into a
program? Every student has a guidance counselor? Or is it a student?
I think that gets to training. At training I’d print out a name of every student, put it on a wall,
have everyone walk around and put one dot next to someone you know or recognize, one
color if recognize name or something about them, and one who you don’t know anything
about. Anyone without any would get a certain color. Those that were unknown would be
divided up. Another thing was if I asked and they knew the name immediately I gave them a
gift card. Relationships matter. Putting things in structural ways and developing lots of levels
of relationships. There was me, rabbis, full-time or mostly full time, people in college, high
school students who were also Gesher mentors. One of the calls in the middle of the night
was a person who had an 8th grader in bathroom cutting. Her parents are there don’t know,
she doesn’t want to. So I stayed on the phone talking with the kid and wanted someone to
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help. Parents got kid out of the bathroom. Is that going to happen in a program that’s not
formal? I don’t know. On the other hand if you’re talking about real life things you’re opening
the door, it’s important to have staff who are there to help. She’s a happy young adult now.
But she had the 11th grader who had good training and backed me up. It’s taking those
intangibles and putting those into a concrete plan to allow them to develop them.

Talk a little more about keeping in touch with kids in college?
That might be a little bit measurable. They didn’t used to, but they do now. What I did, and
really it wasn’t overarchingly that expensive. I had 115 names on my list of kids who were
currently out of high school. Many were in college, not all were. Getting a hold of them now
is harder than it was. Snapchat not good for relationship building. Three times a year, I would
reach out and send them something. Silly little things, a magnet that said “Just Jew it”. Stuff
that could be cheaply stamped and a self-addressed post card. I would get 60% who would
respond back to me. I made a lot of commitment, sent an actual letter, hand-written,
personalized. I sent 115 of them. That might be above and beyond for average staff person,
but I loved these kids. I didn’t want to leave out anyone. The kids I hadn’t heard from in 4
years was shorter, but I would tell them about the synagogue, what’s going on, the holidays.
How many weddings were you invited to?
Three weddings. No babies yet. They’re 22, or 23. But I co-officiated at a wedding. They
weren’t comfortable with a rabbi, but they wanted something that was Jewish. We met
before, I co-officiated, had a Chuppah. There were things that were uncomfortable for me,
but because no rabbi it wouldn’t be Jewish without me.
We could survey kids that go to Hillel, Chabad. They were more comfortable when
other students from MZ went.
Someone went together and had Havdalah together.
Can I ask a conceptual question? Assume we got over not one synagogue, do you think
in a healthy program location matters? Cost matters? Hours? Do you think there’s
flexibility in those types of things? Are people really just following the person?
I think it depends on what is going on in the world when you’re doing the program. We don’t
do a great thing responding to what’s actually going well. Sunday and Wednesday works
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great in the bible belt because religious kids have things going on. I don’t know if that’s true
here. If it’s a big enough program, we could offer more. Maybe there’s a minimum that
actually is not a very big commitment. Once people build a relationship and want to come,
they’ll want to come more, if they see a big commitment they might be scared away. Cost,
yeah I mean it’s expensive being Jewish.
Yeah that was a quote several times.
Yeah, keeping kosher is expensive, camp is expensive, missing work for holidays is
expensive. Anything that can be done to make it affordable is important. Having a way even
if people can’t afford it making it affordable.
David will send another meeting wizard out for our next meeting.
We’ve had forums at JCC, Talmud Torah, Mount Zion, ToA, Beth Jacob.
People have been very thoughtful and I haven’t gotten too many crazy emails. I think people
feel listened to and we’re getting information.
Meeting 11
Generation Now Themes discussion
Meeting 12
Welcome, Goals for the Meeting
Mary Anne reviewed the work of the panel over the last year, focusing on determining the
scope, type of program, and the research conducted including forum discussions, bringing
experts to the panel meeting, and researching other 8-12th grade education programs. Mary
Ann also detailed the plan for the next few meetings to familiarize and analyze research,
shape recommendations, and figure out implementation and funding materials.
Panel Focus
Following the introduction, the conversation shifted to how the panel wanted to proceed.
Most present felt that the panel shouldn’t focus on the process or on the detailed research,
but should rather start discussing what the program should look like. The panel decided to
develop a list of questions that would need to be answered in order to develop a program:
•

General Questions:
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How do we help our communities deal with a sense of loss?
Are we going to be held up by funding for other panels?
How can we build something shiny that attracts families to St. Paul?
What is the relationship between this program and Federation supported
education programs like Talmud Torah?
o What conversation do we need to have about Talmud Torah and what should
they be involved with?
o Are we going to see this as a competitive venture to what Yachad is doing or
is there potential to collaborate with Yachad?
Logistics:
o Which grades?
o What location?
o What day(s) of the week?
o Who is the lay leadership behind this?
o Who pays for the program?
o What are the programmatic costs?
Content:
o What content?
o What balance is there between academic and social curriculum?
o Will confirmation classes be included?
o How do we come to agreement and apply the standards (from December
2015 Panel 4 meeting)?
Staff:
o What are our criteria for teachers?
o Who are the teachers?
o Who is in charge of hiring teachers and/or faculty?
o How do our current staff get employed for this? Or is there an assumption
that they will be hired for this?
o How do we attract good teachers?
o
o
o
o

•

•

•

The panel also put out a suggestion that a consultant is hired to help lead the panel through
the process and the rabbis with their discussion. Job duties of the consultant include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Interviewing the three rabbis, synagogues, and Talmud Torah.
Looking at the data and materials already gathered.
Meeting with educators.
Creating possible options, frameworks, or curriculum.
Helping with presentations of the panel’s recommended program.
Interviewing educational experts.
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The Rabbis indicated that during their meeting they would discuss:
•
•
•
•
•

How their synagogues can be supportive of the process?
What their deal breakers are?
What is currently thriving at their synagogue?
What gaps were there in their synagogue’s program?
Other logistics to an 8-12th grade education program.

Meeting 13
I.

What’s Transpired Since Our Last Meeting: Overview of the Process &
Results
a. Panel agreed to hire a consultant that would work with Rabbi’s and other key
entities to develop a framework for moving forward.
b. Rabbi Phil Warmflash of Jewish Learning Venture was hired.
i. Conducted individual meetings by Skype or phone with each rabbi,
Barry Glaser, Stuart Bear, Mary Ann, Eli Skora, Judy Sharken Simon,
and Dana Prottas.
ii. Reviewed findings and developed initial document outlining areas of
agreement with the three rabbi’s and Judy.
iii. Document was refined over several weeks. On February 2nd, Rabbi
Warmflash came to town to meet with the Rabbi’s, Judy, Mary Ann,
Stuart Bear (as Talmud Torah rep on the panel), and Barry Glaser and
developed a document to share with the rest of the panel.

II.

The Details of the Vision
a. Rabbi Warmflash opened the conversation and invited the panel to use the
map of the exodus as a metaphor for a change process and the work that the
panel is engaged in. He invited people to think about where they personally
fit on the map.
b. Basic details on the new program would be that:
i. There would be a new director and transition team to oversee the
work ultimately leading to an oversight board of the program. How
this board and team will be made up is still to be determined.
ii. The cost of the first year director would be borne by the Federation
(who has agreed in concept but has not yet allocated funding).
iii. The classes will meet on Wednesday nights and have an optional
Monday night if you want CIS or other elective classes.
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iv. The program would be inclusive and meet the needs of a broad range
of teens. There will be courses for a more religious focus and for those
who need more of an experiential curriculum.
v. This will be the only supplementary program in St. Paul. Everyone
else is giving up their program to be part of the new one. Current
teachers may teach in the new entity.
vi. Changes to the program need to be approved 100%.
vii. Some thought about opening up a Yachad East. Because Yachad is
new, it was felt that they have enough to do to keep their own
program going. For this community, at least for its first few years, you
need to do something that reflects St. Paul’s needs. May be
opportunities to collaborate with Yachad, but doing it as a branch
could add complications and make the process harder.
viii. Location. First year, the school will rotate between the three
congregations. Likely to be a trimester based system.
III.

Additional Commentary – Rabbi Allen, Rabbi Fine, Rabbi Spilker, Stuart
Bear
a. Left the meeting on February 2nd feeling a sense of accomplishment and
shared purpose.
b. Had an opportunity to explain the perspective of Talmud Torah.

IV.

Discussion
a. Process Update:
i. Beth Jacob executive committee and board has agreed to the Brit.
ii. Talmud Torah unanimously agreed to take the next step (however
had concerns regarding representation).
iii. Rabbi Spilker took the brit to the Mount Zion President, President
Elect, and educator. He felt it is not yet ready for the board yet and
that they need more information and agreements before taking it
further. He anticipates their timeline is June to August.
iv. Rabbi Fine reported that Temple of Aaron has had a similar process as
Mount Zion. They need more information on what they would need,
what they would gain, and what it would cost them. He anticipates
their timeline is also August.
b. Potential Issues and Discussion Points
i. Issue of representation from transition team to first board and
subsequent issues that follow:
1. Short-term, mid-term, and long-term.
2. Role of Talmud Torah in representation on board – if Talmud
Torah is a serious partner, wouldn’t it have a vote?
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3. Should the board consist of some educators?
ii. Role of communal institutions.
iii. Concern about whether or not non-synagogue members or nonaffiliated are a plus or a minus.
iv. Concern about initial financing and moving forward.
v. Issue of inclusivity and celebration – need people to be able to
celebrate conservative, reform, reconstructionist Judaism etc.,
vi. Substantive Jewish education vs. Experiential, there should be a
celebration of both.
vii. Location of the learning sessions – Why not include Talmud Torah as
a site?
viii. Potential for collaborating with Yachad. Earlier than Year 3?
ix. Questions about including the Orthodox/Chabad community.
V.

Next Steps
a. When/how will we achieve a public document? Rabbi Warmflash will do
first draft, circulate to the panel, give 2 days to comment and have finished by
the end of February.
b. Financing concern; can we get closer to a rough budget and rough
contributions? Rabbi Warmflash will send a list of questions; will send left
column of budget (categories); will send all of this before the end of
February. Then the budget will be done by Rabbi Warmflash and Judy.
c. How else might we support the Rabbi’s in their leadership and their
work?
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Appendix 9: Leadership Team Members
Rabbi Morris Allen
Tracy Arnold
Jennifer Bagdade
Wendy Baldinger
Rabbi Shlomo Bendet
Steve Brand
Barbara Brooks
Tom Cytron-Hysom
Rabbi Jeremy Fine
Ted Flaum
Burt Garr
Barry Glaser
Leslie Hahn
Steve Hunegs
Miriam Itzkowitz
Benjie Kaplan
Jean A. King
William Lipschultz
Rhoda Mains
David Milavetz
Susan Minsberg
Jeffrey Oberman
Jonathan Parritz
Randi Roth
Dan Rybeck
Steven Shaller
Judy Sharken Simon
Sally Silk
Eli Skora
Rabbi Adam Spilker
Julie Swiler
Jeff Tane
Michael Waldman
Mary Ann Barrows Wark
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Appendix 10: Panel Member Biographies
Mary Ann Wark, Chair
Mary Ann Wark an original member of the Steering committee for the Community Planning
process has served on the Federation board for decades, and on the Executive Committee,
Endowment Grants, Allocations at many times during those years. She is past president of
Mount Zion and is currently chair of their History Committee and the Oral History project.
With Steve Brand she co-chaired the year-long 150th celebration in 2006-07. She has a
MAT (elementary and secondary social studies) from Harvard Grad School of Education
and JD from Boston University. She taught preschool for 14 years at Jean Lyle Children’s
Center. She has taught a tzedakah curriculum at Mount Zion for over 20 years. She taught
trial practice at Hamline law school as an adjunct. Her deep interest in children also had
her serve many years on the Think Small board, the SPA board, and MacPhail board. She
authored We Tell it to Our Children: The Story of Passover; A Haggadah for Seders with
Young Children.
Rabbi Allen
Rabbi Morris Allen has served as the rabbi of Beth Jacob Congregation since August
1986. In that time, he has seen the congregation grow an engaged Jewish community,
modeling serious Jewish learning and living. Rabbi Allen has served as the General
Campaign Chair for the St Paul Federation, been a member of the Executive Council of the
Rabbinical Assembly and served as chaplain for the Minnesota Department of
Corrections. He has been nationally recognized for his work in promoting Jewish ethics in
the production of kosher food and in being a voice for progressive Zionist thinking. He is
married to Dr. Phyllis Gorin and are proud of having raised their three (now adult) children
inside the institutions of the St Paul Jewish community.
Ben Axelrod
Ben Axelrod has served as a Board Member of both the Temple of Aaron congregation and
The Talmud Torah of St. Paul. He is an advocate for meaningful Jewish education in the
broader Twin Cities Jewish community, including education for children that transcends
geographical and affiliation boundaries. Ben holds degrees in Economics and International
Relations from Stanford University and today resides in Inver Grove Heights with his wife,
three children, and two dogs.
Paul Bagdade
Paul Bagdade is originally from the Chicago area and moved to Minnesota in 1997. He is a
member of Mount Zion Temple where he also volunteers for the religious school
committee. He currently resides in St. Paul with his wife, Jennifer, his daughter, Madeline
and his son, Alex.
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Stuart Bear
Stuart is an attorney practicing in the areas of estate planning and elder law. He is the
President of his law firm, Chestnut Cambronne PA. He has served in leadership roles in the
St. Paul community, most notably as President of Beth Jacob Congregation, President of
Jewish Family Service of St. Paul, and President of the Talmud Torah of St. Paul. Stuart and
his wife, Marsha Schoenkin, live in Mendota Heights, Minnesota, and are very proud of their
two children, son-in-law, and grandson.
Isaac Roth Blumfield – Withdrew from the panel due to college attendance out of town.
Stephanie Chauss
Stephanie Chauss has over 25 years as a professional leader in non-profit management
committed to helping kids realize their potential, promote healthy living and fostering a
sense of social responsibility. Stephanie has served on numerous boards and committees
including the St Paul JCC (Executive, Program, Renovation and Expansion, and Membership
Committees), Mount Zion Temple, Downtown District Council, The St Paul Chamber of
Commerce and Lions Club Boards. She regularly volunteers at her daughter’s school and is
a Brownie Troop Leader. Stephanie lives in Woodbury with her husband Michael and their
7 year-old daughter Ida.
Rabbi Fine
Rabbi Fine joined the Temple of Aaron in the Summer of 2012 after finishing Rabbinic
School at the Jewish Theological Seminary and in 2017 was officially named the
synagogue’s Senior Rabbi. After graduating from the University of Illinois in
Champaign/Urbana Rabbi Fine began a Masters in Jewish Education which he completed in
2011. He also completed certificates in Fundraising from New York University and Rav
Hamakshir (Kashrut Supervision) from JTS. He completed a Mini-MBA for Non-Profit
Organizations in December 2014 from St. Thomas University. Throughout 2014 Rabbi Fine
garnered national attention being named one of the Forward Magazine’s Most Inspiring
Rabbis in America. Later he was selected to deliver an ELI Talk entitled “Realigning the
Synagogue Playbook.” More recently he was accepted into Hazon’s Clergy Leadership
Incubator Fellowship. He created a Jewish sports blog TheGreatRabbino.com and loves
exploring the Twin Cities with his wife Jessica and daughters Annie and Trudy
Stephanie Fink
Stephanie Fink, MAJCS, RJE serves as Associate Director, Family Engagement for the
Strengthening Congregations team at the Union for Reform Judaism. Her portfolio includes
communities of practice devoted to helping synagogues increase their capacities for
effective, meaningful outreach and engagement, curating parenting content for
ReformJudaism.org, and managing the PJ Library®-URJ-WRJ Partnership initiative,
leveraging the PJ Library brand and tools to help connect families with young children with
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the Reform movement and its synagogues and camps. Stephanie grew up in the Cleveland
area, attended Indiana University and the Hebrew University of Jerusalem, earned her MA
specializing in Jewish education at Brandeis as a Wexner Graduate Fellow, and served as
Director of Education at Mount Zion Temple for ten years before joining the URJ in 2009.
Her volunteer commitments have included Jewish Educators of Minnesota, the National
Association for Temple Educators, Beth El Aleph Preschool Board, and Site Council of her
children's public school. She is a former author for Ten Minutes of Torah and recipient of
the Legacy Heritage Innovator Award.
Robert Mast
Robert Mast is a lifelong resident of St. Paul. He is a Past President of Mount Zion Temple
and a past board member of the Sholom Foundation. He currently serves on the Hebrew
Union College-Jewish Institute of Religion Board of Overseers in the Cincinnati region and
is on the Executive Committee of the Board of the Jewish Community Center of St. Paul. He
owns and manages residential real estate in St. Paul and surrounding areas. He and his
wife, Julie, live in Mendota Heights and have two grown children.
Louis Newman – Withdrew from the panel after moving out of town.
Bonnie Resnick
Bonnie Resnick is a member of Mount Zion Temple and an associate member of Beth Jacob.
She and her husband, Alan Milavetz were married at Temple of Aaron, where she worked
for several years as a Bar/Bat Mitzvah tutor. She is currently on the Board of Directors of
the Talmud Torah of St. Paul and the Jewish Federation. She studied her junior year abroad
in Jerusalem. Bonnie and her husband, Alan Milavetz live in St. Paul and have 4 grown
children: David, Daniel, Zoe and Talia. She is a psychologist who incorporates yoga and
meditation into her private practice.
Randi Roth
Randi has served as the Executive Director of Interfaith Action of Greater St. Paul since July
2015. In her previous position as the Executive Director of Philanthropy for the Otto
Bremer Foundation she led the Foundation in grant-making that contributed to improved
access to higher education, anti-poverty programs for communities in need and support for
disadvantaged youth. Randi has also worked as a federal court-appointed Monitor for a
national class action civil rights lawsuit brought by 22,000 African-American farmers and
at Farmers’ Legal Action Group (FLAG) as a Staff Attorney and then as its Executive
Director. Randi earned her B.A. in Political Science from Yale University, and her J.D. from
Northwestern University School of Law. Randi is an active community volunteer, serving
on the board of the Rural Advancement Foundation International, as a Trustee for the
Jewish Federation of Greater Saint Paul, as a former member of the Legal Services Advisory
Committee to the Minnesota Supreme Court, and as a director of the Minnesota State Bar
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Foundation. She is an active member of her synagogue, Beth Jacob Congregation in
Mendota Heights.
Earl Schwartz - Preferred no bio.
Rosalyn Segal
Rosalyn Segal, originally from St Louis, moved to St Paul from Boston in 1999. She is the
Administrative Director of the Research Office and the Institute for Translational
Neuroscience at the University of Minnesota Medical School. Rosalyn is a past president of
Temple of Aaron Synagogue and is a member of the board of directors of the St Paul JCC,
Jewish Federation of Greater St Paul and Herzl Camp. She and her husband Yoav live in
Highland Park and have hosted many community and Camp Butwin Israeli shlichim over
the years.
Rabbi Spilker
Rabbi Adam Stock Spilker has served as a rabbi at Mount Zion Temple since 1997 when
Mount Zion hired his wife Rachel as the congregation’s first invested cantor. He was named
senior rabbi in 2001. In his first years, he benefited from many community education
collaborations. Cantor and Rabbi Spilker have three children who all attended Talmud
Torah.
Peter Wilton - Bio unavailable.
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Appendix 11: Staff Biographies
Jean A. King, Initial Panel Facilitator
Jean King is a professor in the Department of Organizational Leadership, Policy, and
Development at the University of Minnesota, where she served as Director of the Minnesota
Evaluation Studies Institute (MESI) for over 20 years. She has received several awards for
her work, including two awards from the American Evaluation Association; three teaching
awards, and three community service awards. A long-time member of Mount Zion Temple,
she served as its president from 2009-2011.
David Milavetz, Panel Coordinator
David Milavetz earned a Master of Public Policy degree with emphases in public leadership
and nonprofit management from the Hubert H. Humphrey School of Public Affairs at the
University of Minnesota, and a BA in International Studies from the University of Denver. He
also holds a Certificate in Evaluation Studies through the OLPD program at the University of
Minnesota. His training and experience is in program evaluation, research design and
implementation in community and cultural settings. David has experience conducting
evaluation and research in communities, nonprofits, and informal education organizations.
He is particularly interested in using data to support organizations and programs in creating
their desired impact.
Nora F. Murphy, Panel Facilitator
Nora holds a Ph.D. in Evaluation Studies from the University of Minnesota and an MA in
Research Methodology from the University of Pittsburgh. In addition to her formal training,
she has developed broad experience as an evaluator by working in and with schools, school
districts, community organizations, non-profits, government entities and foundations. Nora
has worked both as an external consultant and an internal evaluator as the Director of
Assessment and Evaluation for the Perspectives Charter Schools in Chicago, Ill., and as
coordinator for the Minnesota Evaluation Studies Institute. In 2013, she was awarded
The Michael Scriven Dissertation Award for Outstanding Contribution to Evaluation Theory,
Method, or Practice. She is currently President of the Board of TerraLuna Collaborative, the
evaluation cooperative she co-founded with colleagues in 2012, and serves as Program Chair
for the Evaluation Use Topical Interest Group of the American Evaluation Association (AEA).
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Judy Sharken Simon, Planning Director, Jewish Federation of Greater St. Paul
Judy holds an MA degree in Organization Development from the University of Minnesota and
an undergraduate degree in Employee Relations/Industrial and Organizational Psychology
from Michigan State University. Responsible for ensuring the Federation's vision of building
a vibrant, cohesive, and inclusive Jewish community, Judy has more than 20 years’
experience consulting with nonprofits. At the Minneapolis Jewish Federation, she was part
of the Community Impact Team that worked with partner agencies to create a strong Jewish
community locally and abroad. At MAP for Nonprofits, she trained 1,000+ people/year. Judy
is also the author of The Nonprofit Field Guide to Conducting Successful Focus Groups, as well
as The Five Life Stages of Nonprofit Organizations. She also coordinated the Twin Cities
Southeast Asian Leadership Program and supervised the Bicultural Training Partnership.
Judy has worked as project manager for a county government human services department
and as a mentorship coordinator in human resource development for 3M Corporation in
Austin, Texas.

